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I. Recent Experience in Official Multilateral Debt Renegotiations l/ - 

This section describes the principal features of official multi- 
lateral debt renegotiations that took place during 1983-84, particularly 
in comparison with agreements reached during the preceding eight-year 
period 1975-1982. 2/ It documents the record increase in the number of 
reschedulings and rocuses on notable recent developments, especially the 
trend toward an easing of repayment terms for some countries that have 
had successive reschedulings. Features of debt renegotiations in 1983-84 
are presented in Appendix I, while Appendix II contains details of each 
of the Agreed Minutes concluded since December 1983. 

Among the main developments over the last two years, two features are 
particularly noticeable. First, there has been a greater differentiation 
in the rescheduling terms and conditions accorded to debtor countries in 
varying circumstances. For 3 countries (Romania [1983], Mexico [1983], 
and Yugoslavia [1984]) the coverage of their reschedulings was narrower 
than the usual practice of official creditors--being confined to the 
consolidation of principal payments--and the grace and maturity periods 
were shorter than average. 3/ At the other extreme, for debtor countries 
that have had repeated reschedulings, their more recent reschedulings 
tended to entail terms and conditions which can be considered exceptional 
to those of normal Paris Club standards. For a number of countries in 
this latter group, on several occasions and on an exceptional basis, the 
coverage of debt consolidated was extended to involve debt service 
obligations arising from previous reschedulings, the cutoff date was 
changed to include debt that had been contracted after the previous 
rescheduling agreement was signed, and the grace and maturity periods 
were lengthened beyond those hitherto customary. A second discernible 
development in the recent reschedulings was a finer differentiation in 
repayment terms and schedules as between different types of debt obliga- 
tions, i.e., as between arrears and current maturities, principal and 
interest, and service on debt that has and has not been rescheduled 
previously. 

Reflecting these developments, there has been a broader range and 
a more varied mix of repayment terms and conditions than in the past. 
These features, as well as the more diverse circumstances of debtor 
countries, render less informative an anaiysis oE recent trends on the 
basis of norms or averages. 

l/ For a detailed survey of the debt renegotiations during 1975-1982, - 
see "External Debt Servicing Problems--Background Information," SM/83/46, 
319183. 

21 Two reschedulings have occurred so far in 1985 (Argentina and 
Senegal); the main elements of these two agreements are described in 
Appendix II. 

31 Also, the rescheduling arrangement for Mexico was confined to 
debt of the private sector. 
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1. Overview 

Following the onset of widespread debt servicing difficulties in 
1982, there has been a sharp increase both in the number of countries 
seeking debt relief and in the frequency of their requests. During 
1983-84, 23 debtor countries that are Fund members obtained 29 official 
debt reschedulings; these figures compare with 15 countries and 28 debt 
reschedulings (or an average of 3 to 4 per year) during the entire 
preceding 8-year period since 1975 (Appendix Table 2). The number of 
countries rescheduling reached a peak of 16 in 1983, reflecting in part 
the requests of a few countries that had already encountered difficulties 
in 1982 but had not obtained official debt relief until an arrangement 
with the Fund was in place. The reschedulings in 1983-84 involved 
12 countries that had not rescheduled in recent years, including some 
net oil exporting and middle-income countries. For the other 11 debtor 
countries, their reschedulings in 1983-84 represent at least a second 
rescheduling since 1975; for four countries, their most recent resched- 
ulings were the third while for four others, their fourth to sixth. 
While all major geographic areas were represented, African countries 
accounted for 19 of the 29 recent reschedulings. 

The amount of debt relief provided over the last two years was on 
an unparalleled scale. Five reschedulings were for amounts in excess 
of $1 billion and half of the cases involved amounts over $300 million; 
in 1975-1982, only a minority (7 out of 28) of agreements rescheduled 
amounts over $300 million. All but two of the recent reschedulings were 
undertaken within the framework of the Paris Club; the exceptions 
(Mexico and Yugoslavia) took place in the framework of creditor group 
meetings. The participating creditor countries were mostly but not 
exclusively members of the OECD, and included others such as the UAE 
(Abu Dhabi), Israel, and South Africa (Appendix Table 3). A notable 
recent development has been the participation of developing countries 
in their capacities as creditors, e.g., Mexico and Argentina. The 
number of participating countries ranged from 5 to 20, and in the 
majority of cases the number of creditors was between 10 and 15 
(Appendix Table 4). 

2. Coverage of debt consolidation 

Typically, the reschedulings covered both principal and interest 
payments on medium- and long-term loans falling due during a'given period, 
including in some cases payments already in arrears. Official creditors 
have been extremely reluctant to reschedule payments on short-term debt 
(with an initial maturity of one year or less), given the adverse impact 
of such rescheduling on normal trade financing patterns. There has been 
strict adherence to this principle: during the last ten years, only 
Sudan (1983) obtained a rescheduling of current maturities on short-term 
debt, a feature that was regarded as unique (Appendix Table 5). However, 
short-term debt in arrears has been rescheduled on an exceptional basis 
for a small number of countries, i.e., Sudan (1983), Zambia (1983), 
Mexico (1983), and Sierra Leone (1984). 
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Also, one of the fundamental principles to which official creditors 
have sought to adhere is that debt service that has been rescheduled once 

will not be rescheduled again. Until the last two years, reschedulings 
of obligations on previously rescheduled debt (PRD) have in practice been 
quite rare: a minor exception involving a small amount and a short 
deferral was made once for Zaire (1979) and a larger-scale exception was 
made in the case of Turkey (1980). However, the experience over the last 
two years in this regard was in marked contrast to the earlier periods, 
reflecting the acute debt servicing difficulties faced by several coun- 
tries. During 1983-84, previously rescheduled debt was rescheduled for 
six countries on eight occasions, involving primarily countries that were 
undertaking at least their third rescheduling (Sudan [1983, 19841, Togo 
[1983, 19841, Zaire [1983], Sierra Leone [1984], and Madagascar [1984]). 
For those countries undertaking a second rescheduling, only one (Zambia 
[1984]) obtained a rescheduling of debt service that had been previously 
rescheduled a year ago. It may also be noted that in all but one of 
these instances a portion of the debt service in question was already 
in arrears. 

In general, the reschedulings covered debt owed by both public and 
private debtors. However, in several cases 11 only debt service owed or 
guaranteed by the government or official entities of the debtor country 
was included in the consolidation, while in one case (Mexico [1983]) the 
rescheduling applied only to private sector debt that was not covered by 
a debtor government guarantee. Apart from the general exclusion of debt 
service due as a result of one or more previous consolidations as well 
as of penalty interest charges relating to arrears, a few rescheduling 
agreements also listed other specific debts to be excluded from consoli- 
dation. These were, for instance, moratorium interest on previous 
rescheduling arrangements; specific debts relating to certain transac- 
tions (e.g., for Liberia, Ivory Coast, Senegal, and Togo, certain debts 
contracted by multinational enterprises which are guaranteed jointly 
with other governments); and for Yugoslavia (1984) debt service due on 
credits granted under the 1983 intergovernmental financial assistance 
agreement (the Berne Agreement) --this exclusion was analagous to the 
general provision concerning the cutoff date (see subsection 4 below). 

3. Consolidation period and goodwill clause 

Over the last two years, the length of the consolidation period 
continued, as in the past, to be 12 months in the majority of. resched- 
uling agreements. A consolidation period of under 12 months remained 
a rarity, while for a number of cases the period was longer, up to 
18 months. 

L/ These cases were mainly related to some of the countries that 
participate in joint central bank arrangements (e.g., in West Africa); 
their debt servicing difficulties reflected problems encountered by the 
public sector in obtaining local currency, rather than a general shortage 
of foreign exchange. 
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More recently, however, there has been a slight increase in the 
proportion of rescheduling agreements involving consolidation periods 
longer than 12 months. As a result, the average consolidation period 
in 1984 lengthened slightly to 14 months, from an average of about 
13 months in 1983, and for the first time the majority of reschedulings 
had an effective consolidation period of over 12 and up to 18 months. 
There is no discernible difference in this regard between the experience 
of those countries that sought reschedulings for the first time and 
those that have had successive reschedulings. 

Effective consolidation periods in excess of 18 months had been more 
common in the past, reflecting the practice at the time of providing for 
conditional rescheduling, i.e., the provision of one or more extensions 
of the consolidation period provided certain specified conditions were 
met. These conditions had included the adoption of a Fund-supported 
program or continued ability to purchase under an arrangement with the 
Fund. This approach has not been used since 1981, although an agreement 
for Peru (1983) incorporated a variation on the "goodwill clause" (see 
below) under which creditors indicated in advance the grace periods and 
maturities that would apply to the subsequent reschedulings. 

More recently, official creditors have responded to a request from 
the debtor country for a consolidation of maturities for a period in 
excess of 12-18 months by agreeing in principle to consider the restruct- 
uring of debt service payments falling due in a specified time after the 
consolidation period (goodwill clause). While a goodwill clause was 
rarely included in the Agreed Minutes during 1975-80, it featured in the 
majority of subsequent reschedulings, including those instances where the 
debtor had obtained debt relief on at least one occasion in the preceding 
one- to two-year period. Implementation of the goodwill clause has been 
subject to fulfillment by the debtor country of a number of conditions 
(Appendix Table 6). Over the last two years, these conditions have tended 
to be more comprehensive than in the past, particularly for debtors that 
have sought successive debt relief. In most recent goodwill clauses the 
conditions have stipulated that the debtor has (a) obtained debt relief 
from nonparticipating creditors on comparable terms; (b) agreed with the 
Fund on a new financial arrangement subject to upper credit tranche 
conditionality; and (c) completed effective arrangements with banks and 
other creditors meeting certain conditions. 

For all agreements since mid-1983 that incorporated a goodwill 
clause, implementation of the clause has been made subject to an addi- 
tional condition that the debtor has complied with all conditions set out 
in the Agreed Minute including, inter alia, that bilateral agreements are 
concluded. Creditors have also agreed to provide further debt relief in 
cases where the previous agreement did not incorporate a goodwill clause 
but the debtor country had implemented the previous agreement and had a 
Fund-supported adjustment program in place. Overall, during the last 
10 years, 15 countries undertook debt renegotiations on more than one 
occasion and the cumulative consolidation period for these countries 
ranged from 24 months to as long as 63 months (Appendix Table 9). 
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4. Cutoff date l-1 

The extent of debt relief depends in part on the cutoff date; the 
closer this date is to the consolidation period, the greater will be the 
amount of debt service eligible for rescheduling. During 1981-82, the 
majority of cases involved a cutoff date that was fixed so as to include 
all loans contracted up until the beginning of the consolidation period. 
Over the last two years, however, for the 12 countries undertaking 
rescheduling for the first time, only three obtained the cutoff date that 
coincided with the beginning of the consolidation period. For the other 
countries in this group, the interval ranged from three months (Niger 
[1983] and Jamaica [1984]) to 13 months (Yugoslavia [1984]) (Appendix 
Table 10). As for countries that had repeated reschedulings, the cutoff 
date interval in some cases was longer (12 to 18 months) because the 
country had had a previous rescheduling and the date was maintained at 
or set closer to that of the previous reschedulings. On the other hand, 
for eight countries that had repeated reschedulings, the cutoff date was 
changed from that in the preceding Agreed Minute and was set in the range 
of zero to six months from the beginning of the consolidation period. 

5. Repayment terms 

The terms for the repayment of rescheduled debt service have 
traditionally tended to vary with the types of debt concerned, and over 
the last two years this tendency has become more pronounced. The dif- 
ferentiation in terms across debtor countries recently has also been 
more marked, particularly as between those countries with successive 
reschedulings and those approaching official creditors for the first 
time in recent years. 

Typically, the terms for repayment are structured as follows. 
Repayment of the total amount due during the consolidation period is 
broken down into three parts. The first, a formally rescheduled portion 
(covering a large percentage of the total due) carries a medium-term 
maturity (e.g., seven to nine years, including a grace period of three 
to four years). The second, an unconsolidated or postponed portion, 
carries a relatively short maturity (about two years) with a short or 
no grace period. The third portion is the downpayment to be paid during 
the consolidation period. Thus, the amount of debt that is effectively 
rescheduled (beyond the consolidation period) corresponds to the total 
amount due less the downpayment. 

The terms set out in this general structure have varied with the 
types of debt concerned and also with the circumstances and severity 
of debt difficulties for the countries in question. Typically, the 

l/ The cutoff date is the date by which the loans must have been 
contracted in order for their debt service to be eligible for consoli- 
dation. 
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easiest terms are accorded to current maturities. The amount formally 
rescheduled for current maturities had in the past covered on average 
some 84 percent of total principal and interest due; this proportion 
declined marginally to about 83 percent in the last two years, mainly 
because the harder terms on the interest portion for some countries 
tended to offset the more favorable terms for countries with successive 
reschedulings (see below) (Appendix Tables 11-13). Regarding the repay- 
ment period, over the last two years the average maturity (for debt that 
was formally rescheduled) lengthened to 9 years from an average of 
slightly over 8 years in 1975-1982, while the average grace period was 
extended significantly by one year to almost 4 l/2 years. 

These developments reflected exceptionally generous terms provided 
to a number of countries with successive debt reschedulings. For these 
countries, the terms were eased in virtually all dimensions. For example, 
while during the period 1975-1982 there were no instances of 100 percent 
formal rescheduling on current maturities, over the last two years Sudan 
(1983 and 1984) and Zambia (1984) obtained formal reschedulings of 
100 percent. l/ Furthermore, while in the earlier period the maximum 
formal rescheduling proportion had been 90 percent, over the last two 
years the proportion was 95 percent for four countries, all but one of 
which had rescheduled on previous recent occasions. Moreover, in six 
instances, the grace and maturity periods were lengthened to about five 
and over ten years, respectively; while in 8 other instances the grace 
and maturity periods were near these levels. As noted earlier, in some 
cases the coverage of debt service consolidated was extended to include 
service on PRD and short-term debt in arrears, and/or the cutoff date was 
advanced. 

Overall, when account is taken of the amount postponed until after 
the consolidation period, the proportion of debt effectively rescheduled 
has been considerably higher than the formal rescheduling described 
above. However, over the last two years the effective rescheduling 
proportion for current maturities has fallen to 89 percent on average, 
from about 92 percent in the earlier period. This overall result is a 
reflection of the differentiation in terms across countries. On the one 
hand, the effective rescheduling reached 100 percent on five occasions 
for four countries with successive reschedulings (Sudan [1983 and 19841, 
Central African Republic [1983], Senegal [1983], and Zambia [1984]) 

L/ For Sudan (1983 and 1984), where the circumstances were regarded 
as unique, creditors agreed on a very exceptional basis to restructure 
debt service on debts of all maturities for 1983 and of medium- and 
long-term maturities for 1984; these reschedulings included debt service 
that had been previously rescheduled, and provided for a longer-than- 
normal repayment period. One half of the interest due in 1983 and 1984 
on the amount rescheduled was capitalized and consolidated together with 
other payments. 

, 

0 
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(Appendix Table 14). l/ At the other extreme, however, two countries - 
obtained effective rescheduling proportions of 8c! percent or less, in 
contrast to the earlier period when the effective rescheduling was seldom 
below 90 percent and never below 80 percent. Furthermore, for three 
countries, reschedulings were confined to principal payments. 21 

More stringent terms have often been applied to arrears, particu- 
larly those on short-term debt. Frequently, substantial payments of 
arrears were required during the grace period for rescheduled current 
maturities. This differentiation in the terms between current maturities 
and arrears seems to have increased, with a majority of cases involving 
harder terms for arrears than in the past, especially for countries with- 
out successive reschedulings (Appendix Table 16). In three instances 
(Brazil [1983], Zambia [1984] with respect to previously rescheduled 
debt, and the Philippines [1984]), arrears were to be repaid within one 
year after the consolidation period. 

Over the last two years, the traditional differentiation in terms 
of rescheduling by types of debt was sharpened further. For the first 
time, official creditors made a distinction within current maturities 
between principal and interest payments: three agreements involved no 
rescheduling of interest payments; four others entailed significantly 
harder terms for interest payments (mainly by way of a lower proportion 
of rescheduling); and in one case (Jamaica [1984]), the rescheduling of 
arrears was confined to principal only. 

Concerning the rescheduling of debt service on previously rescheduled 
debt (PRD), there was no apparent trend in the terms as compared with 
those for other types of debt service. About half of the agreements that 
covered PRD provided relatively stringent terms, with considerably harder 
terms for PRD in arrears (Togo [1983], Sierra Leone [1984], and Zambia 
[1984]) and for PRD on short-term (Zaire [1984]) (Appendix Table 15). For 
the other half of the arrangements involving debt service falling due on 
PRD, the terms were broadly similar to those on current maturities on 
other debt, which in some cases can be considered exceptionally generous. 

These overall developments are reflected in the patterns of repay- 
ment schedules (Appendix Table 17). Across the types of debt service, 
the average repayment schedule for current maturities continued as in 
the past to be more stretched out than the schedule for arrears. That 
differential widened significantly in the past two years as the repay- 
ment scheme for arrears was frequently frontloaded, while repayment terms 
for current maturities lengthened; on average, half of arrears were to be 

l! During 1975-1982, there were five instances where the effective 
rescheduling on current maturities was 100 percent: Zaire (1976 and 
1977), Turkey (1980), Senegal (1981 and 1982). 

21 For these countries the effective reschedulings measured on the 
same basis are Romania (1983)--35 percent; Mexico (1983)--45 percent; 
and Yugoslavia (1984)--50 percent. 
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repaid within three years after the consolidation date (down from four 
years in the earlier period), while half of the restructured current 
maturities were not due until after six years (compared to five years in 
the earlier period). 

The differences across country groups were equally marked, as 
repayment schedules, both for current payments and particularly for 
arrears, were frequently considerably flatter for those debtors requiring 
successive reschedulings than for other countries. For the former group, 
on average, half of the current payments restructured were not due until 
after seven years, compared with six years for the others; moreover, half 
of their arrears were to be repaid within six years as against about two 
years for other debtors. 

6. Implementation of Agreed Minute 

As noted earlier, while the Agreed Minute specifies the general 
terms of the debt renegotiations, the legal basis of the rescheduling is 
not established until the bilateral agreements between the debtor and 
each creditor country are concluded. Under the provisions of the Agreed 
Minute, the debtor country is expected to ratify the implementing 
bilateral agreements with individual creditors without undue delay, and, 
in any event, by a specified date. The participating creditors and the 
debtor agree to exchange a copy of the bilateral agreement. However, a 
comprehensive set of bilateral agreements is often not available, even at 
the Secretariat, and information is often incomplete regarding the amount 
rescheduled by each creditor, interest rates, and actual payments under 
the agreement. In the past, delays in concluding bilateral agreements 
have sometimes arisen owing mainly to administrative or technical problems 
in the compilation and verification of the relevant data and claims, and 
creditors have sought to deal with these technical delays on a case-by- 
case basis. More recently, there have been added complications, as some 
countries have requested subsequent reschedulings before having concluded 
all bilateral agreements of the preceding arrangements. Difficulties in 
implementation have also been encountered in the cases of Mexico (1983) 
and Brazil (1983), relating to the question of the treatment of private 
sector debts without guarantees of the debtor governments. 

Attempts to strengthen implementation of the Agreed Minute have 
been made in the more recent past, both through closer communications 
and exchange of views among the parties concerned and through more 
formal means. In particular, the bilateral deadline (i.e., the period 
for concluding bilateral agreements) has been extended to eight to nine 
months (from six months previously) from the date of the Agreed Minute 
(Appendix Table 7). L/ Normally, the official creditors will not meet 
to consider a subsequent request until the bilateral agreements from the 

l/ Thus for Agreed Minutes in 1984, the period specified for signing 
biiaterals averaged eight months, compared with an average of six months 
in the case of 1983 agreements. 
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previous rescheduling have been concluded. Also, in some recent cases 
and for debtor countries with serious payments difficulties, the condi- 
tions set out in the Agreed Minute have included the provision that the 
debtor country agree to establish a special account with a central bank 
of one of the participating creditor countries into which monthly 
deposits are made. The total amount to be deposited approximates the 
amounts estimated to be payable to all participating creditors during 
the year. The debtor country would draw on the account as bilateral 
agreements are signed and specified payments under these agreements 
become due. The special account was first introduced for Zaire (1983), 
and was subsequently applied to six other countries in 1984 (Sierra 
Leone, Madagascar, Sudan, Zambia, Mozambique, and Liberia); all but one 
of these countries have had successive reschedulings and most of them 
have experienced difficulties in making payments due under previous 
rescheduling arrangements. While the special account arrangement has 
been implemented satisfactorily in some instances, in others the debtor 
country has not made the payments as envisaged. Failure to adhere fully 
to the special account provision is considered a breach of the goodwill 
clause. 

II. Glossary of Selected Terms in Official 
Multilateral Debt Rescheduling 

Agreed Minute--the terms agreed upon in the multilateral rescheduling 
meeting are embodied in the Agreed Minute. The Minute provides guide- 
lines for the debt relief that subsequently is arranged on a bilateral 
basis between the debtor and each creditor country. The Minute normally 
specifies the coverage of debt consolidated, the cutoff date, the con- 
solidation period, the proportion of payments to be rescheduled, the 
provisions regarding the downpayment, and the repayment schedule for both 
the rescheduled and deferred debt. 

Arrears--Unpaid amounts that fell due before the beginning of the con- 
solidation period. 

Bilateral Agreements--agreements reached bilaterally between the debtor 
country and agencies in each of the participating creditor countries 
establishing the legal basis of the debt rescheduling as set forth in 
the Agreed Minute. Information on the terms of bilateral agreements is 
regarded as confidential. Bilateral agreements normally specify finan- 
cial details such as the interest rate on amounts rescheduled (moratorium 
interest), which is agreed bilaterally between the debtor and each 
creditor. Although the Agreed Minute usually refers to the interest 
rate being set on the basis of the market interest rate, it has on some 
occasions in the past stipulated that each creditor country make the 
maximum effort to keep the rate of interest as low as market conditions 
and legal considerations permit. The latter stipulation has not been 
made in more recent agreements as creditors have indicated their desire 
that the question of the interest rate be determined solely on a 
bilateral basis. 
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Bilateral deadline--the date by which the bilateral agreements must be 
concluded. The period for concluding bilateral agreements is now 
generally eight to nine months from the date of the Agreed Minute. 

Conditional further rescheduling-- refers to the provision in some Agreed 
Minutes setting forth the terms of rescheduling for payments that fall 
due in a specified subsequent future period and the conditions for such a 
rescheduling to become effective without a further Paris Club meeting. 

Consolidation period-- the period in which debt service payments to be 
consolidated or rescheduled under the terms applicable to current 
maturities have fallen or will fall due. The beginning of the consoli- 
dation period may precede or coincide with the date of the Agreed Minute. 

Current maturities-- principal and interest payments falling due within 
the consolidation period. 

Cutoff date-- the date before which loans must have been contracted in 
order for their debt service to be eligible for consolidation. 

"De minimis" clause-- the provision whereby creditor countries whose claims 
eligible for rescheduling total to less than a specified amount are 
excluded from the rescheduling agreement. In the past, the de minimis 
amount was set at around SDR 1 million, but since 1983 two thirds of the 
agreements have provided for limits of SDR 500,000 or SDR 250,000. The 
debtor is expected to pay all claims covered by this clause as soon as 
possible and in any case by a specified date. 

Downpayment--in this paper, downpayment refers to payment falling due 
within the consolidation period. 

Effective rescheduling proportion-- the proportion of total payments 
eligible for consolidation that are rescheduled or otherewise deferred 
until after the end of the consolidation period. 

Goodwill clause--refers to the creditors' willingness as expressed in the 
Agreed Minute to consider further debt relief in the future, subject to 
fulfillment by the debtor country of certain specified conditions. 

Grace and maturity periods--in this paper, these periods are measured from 
the end of the consolidation period. The more recent Paris Club practice 
is to measure grace periods and maturities from the midpoint of the 
consolidation period. 

Initiative clause--the standard undertaking in the Agreed Minute that 
the debtor country will seek renegotiation of debts owed to other 
creditors on terms comparable to those outlined in the Agreed Minute. 
The clause appears as one of the general recommendations and reads: 

In order to secure comparable treatment of public and private 
external creditors on their debts, the Delegation of [debtor 
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country] stated that their Government will seek to secure 
from external creditors, including banks and suppliers, 
rescheduling or refinancing arrangements on terms comparable 
to those set forth in this Agreed Minute for credits of com- 
parable maturity, making sure to avoid inequity between 
different categories of creditors. 

Late interest charges--additional interest charges that may be levied 
as a result of obligations being overdue beyond a specified period. In 
some recent agreements, late interest charges have been listed specifi- 
cally among debt service to be excluded from consolidation. 

Maturity period-- is defined as grace period plus repayment period. 

Moratorium interest--see "bilateral agreements" above. 

Most-favored-nation clause-- the standard undertaking in the Agreed 
Minute that the debtor country will accord to each of the participating 
creditor countries a treatment not less favorable than that which it 
may accord to any other creditor country for the consolidation of debts 
of a comparable term. 

Previously rescheduled debt --debt service obligations arising from 
previous debt reschedulings. 

Special account--an account established under some Agreed Minutes by 
the debtor country with the central bank of one of the participating 
creditor countries into which an agreed sum of monthly deposits is 
made. The total amount to be deposited usually approximates the amounts 
estimated to be payable to all participating creditors during the year; 
the debtor country would draw on the account as bilateral implementing 
agreements were signed and specific payments under these agreements 
became due. 

III. Treatment of Nonguaranteed Suppliers' Credits 

In general, two major creditor groups, i.e., commercial banks and 
official creditors, account for a preponderant share of a country's 
debt service obligations that can be regarded as potentially eligible 
for rescheduling. Aside from these two creditor groups, a debtor 
country usually also has obligations to nonbank creditors abroad that 
are not covered by creditor country guarantees. These types of obliga- 
tions do not come under the umbrella of any established multilateral 
debt rescheduling forum, and since they are mostly owed to nonfinancial 
companies and suppliers, they have been termed nonguaranteed suppliers' 
credits (NSC). 
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This section provides supplementary material on recent experiences 
in dealing with NSC in cases where the debtor countries have obtained 
multilateral reschedulings of debt owed to other creditors. A broad 
description of the alternative approaches adopted by debtor countries is 
followed by a more detailed review of the experiences of Turkey (1980), 
Romania (1982), Mexico (1983), and Nigeria (1984). 

1. Alternative approaches 

In the past, the question of whether it would be feasible or 
desirable for countries to restructure debt service on NSC rarely arose. 
More recently, however, as countries’ overall debt servicing difficulties 
have become more acute, the issue has become more relevant in the context 
of available external financial resources and overall debt restructurings. 
On the basis of information presently available to the staff, the follow- 
ing are some broad trends of recent country experiences. 1/ - 

First, about one third of the countries with recourse to bank and 
official multilateral debt reschedulings have found it practical for 
several reasons to remain current on NSC obligations. Normally, the 
amount involved tends to be small, both in relation to amounts owed to 
the other main creditor groups and in relation to overall financing 
needs, and the administrative costs of setting up a framework to 
restructure such debt service could be so high as to outweigh the 
potential savings in foreign exchange. Also, it is generally considered 
difficult and time-consuming to obtain an agreement that would be equally 
acceptable to a large number of small suppliers with diverse interests 
and relationships with domestic borrowers. Finally, and perhaps most 
significantly, importers tend to be willing to keep current on their 
obligations in order to preserve trade relationships and credit flows 
with traditional suppliers, since failure to remain current could lead to 
a reduction in trade credit or a substantial rise in import costs through 
higher ,markups, or even to a cutoff in the supply of essential goods. 

Given the incentives for the individual domestic borrowers to remain 
current on NSC obligations, it is not surprising that when alternatives 
to cash settlements have been officially adopted, domestic borrowers have 
often been provided with options to settle their NSC obligations outside 
of those arrangements. For example, in 1983 Mexican borrowers could have 
settled such obligations through a variety of options, including obtain- 
ing the needed foreign exchange through the free market as an alternative 
to the official scheme (see 2. below). Moreover, even under a strict 

l/” Frequently , available information is limited. In particular, the 
quality of the NSC data base is considered deficient for virtually all 
of the debtor countries-- except in instances where data may become 
available after comprehensive audits of the debt data base that may be 
undertaken for example in conjunction with multilateral debt resched- 
ulings. 
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official rationing of foreign exchange, certain suppliers in privileged 
positions could continue to secure payments on schedule if domestic 
borrowers choose to make recourse to the parallel exchange market. In 
some instances, the suppliers may succeed in settling the amounts owed by 
retaining export receipts of the borrowers held abroad. 

The second approach is to settle NSC as a part of an arrears reduc- 
tion plan, usually when substantial external payments arrears have 
accumulated and the debtor country finds it necessary to formalise the 
mechanism for an orderly settlement of arrears in order to restore 
creditors' confidence. Also, when the debtor country has a stand-by 
arrangement with the Fund, it is a standard practice to agree on a 
schedule for arrears reduction (including arrears in respect of NSC debt 
service), with the target amounts for, and the phasing of, such a 
reduction specified as performance criteria. Frequently, the plan is 
calculated on the basis of a projected foreign exchange budget, and 
technical details of the system of priorities may vary among countries. 
This approach seems suited for the few countries with relatively small 
and manageable amounts of arrears; for others with serious levels of 
arrears, it is likely to be only a transitional measure. 

Third, for debtor countries faced with serious or prolonged debt 
servicing difficulties and consequent erosion of creditors' confidence, 
a systematic restructuring eventually may be needed in place of the more 
ad hoc approach described above. The choice of the framework for the 
restructuring of NSC obligations, whether a series of bilateral negotia- 
tions or a broad-based multilateral discussion, is dependent on the 
amount involved, the composition and the number of creditors, and the 
degree of convergence among their interests. Some countries begin with 
attempts to negotiate bilaterally with the dominant suppliers, often with 
the aim of linking the terms to those obtained under bank or Paris Club 
restructurings. 

Bilateral negotiations with key suppliers could prove most expedient 
if there are a very few suppliers who are similarly positioned in their 
relationships with the debtor country and if the amounts involved are 
sufficiently large, e.g., major suppliers of commodities such as petro- 
leum and heavy capital equipment. In these instances, trade ties are 
normally quite well-established, and prompt conclusion of agreements is 
in the mutual interest of both the importers and the creditors. Bilateral 
negotiations of this type are often not recorded, and thus information 
on the agreed terms and conditions is generally not publicly available. 

As a next step, a broad-based multilateral rescheduling of NSC 
obligations might be considered if NSC arrears are very large, either in 
absolute terms or relative to arrears owed to other creditors. To date, 
there have been two publicised cases of multilateral NSC debt resched- 
uling (see below Romania, 1982 and Nigeria, 1984). In the case of 
Nigeria, for the first time the creditors formed a steering committee to 
renegotiate collectively; this experience is being considered by a few 
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other countries, e.g., Ivory Coast and Zambia. Of the other NSC resched- 
ulings to date, they have been undertaken unilaterally by the debtor 
countries and have been applied mainly to arrears, with terms varying 
from favorable for the nonguaranteed suppliers to stringent (e.g., Costa 
Rica, Guatemala, Venezuela, and see below, Turkey, 1980 and Mexico, 
1983). 

Although the details of specific arrangements vary, those unilateral 
approaches that have proved most workable contain certain common fea- 
tures. First, the NSCs in question are usually already in arrears with 
unspecified or unknown original maturities, and the instruments for 
their repayment are usually issued by the central monetary authorities 
and are thus officially guaranteed. The instruments are either discount- 
able or marketable, if not in the official market, then in a secondary 
market that is at least officially sanctioned. Second, the schemes are 
voluntary; domestic borrowers as well as foreign creditors normally are 
provided with the option to follow certain other alternatives. Third, 
additional flexibility is usually provided in the form of differentiation 
of terms and timing, e.g., currency options and other provisions that 
allow for differences in exchange rate expectations. Creditors can 
therefore choose the combination suited to their interests and risk 
preferences. These features, especially those relating to flexibility, 
are thought to have helped ensure success for the plan adopted by Turkey 
(1980). 

Concerning comparability of terms with other creditor groups, 
generalizations cannot be made since available information is confined 
to a few cases and refers only to the terms and conditions that were 
officially offered (Table 1). For example, in the case of Turkey, the 
terms received by the NSC creditors appear to have been less favorable 
than those agreed with the Paris Club or with banks, viz. involving 
a longer maturity period (ten years). If account is also taken of 
likely discounts of the instruments in the secondary market, the terms 
eventually received by these suppliers are likely to have been even 
less favorable than those officially offered. In the case of Mexico, 
the relatively rapid liquidation of unrescheduled arrears made it 
possible for the NSC creditors to receive terms that seem considerably 
more favorable than those agreed with official creditors, i.e., the 
maturity period was much shorter (under two years) and a much higher 
percentage was set as a downpayment (50 percent within the first year 
of repayment). 
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Table 1. Selected Features of Debt Renegotiations--Multilateral 
Renegotiations and Nonguaranteed Suppliers, 1980-84 1/ - 

Creditors 

Proportion 
Type of Consolidation of Due Terms 
Debt Con- Period Payments Grace Maturity 

solidated 2/ (Months) Rescheduled (Years) 

Mexico Official Creditor 
Group (1983) PAt 

Of which As 
Nonguaranteed suppliers 3/ PtAt - 

Nigeria Official creditors 4/ . . . 
Banks (Nov. 1983) - At 
Nonguaranteed suppliers 

(1984) z/ At 

Romania Paris Club (1982) PIA 
Banks PtAt 
Nonguaranteed suppliers 5/ At - 

Turkey OECD Consortium (1980) PIAtArR 
Of which (At) 

Nonguaranteed suppliers 3/ At - 

6 
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. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

12 
12 

. . . 
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( > . . . 

. . . 

& . . . 
. . . 
100 

100 

80 3 6 
80 3 6 l/2 
80 3 6 

& 
100 

(:, . . . 
. . . 
l/2 

2 l/2 

4 l/2 
(2 7/12) 

5 l/2 
(3) 

. . . 

. . . 
3 

6 

Sources: Multilateral rescheduling agreed minutes, bank restructuring agreements, and various staff 
reports. 

L/ For details of official creditor arrangements, see Statistical Appendix I, and relating to non- 
guaranteed suppliers, see respective country texts. 

2/ For legends of terms, see Appendix Table 2. 
3/ See country texts for details. 
6/ Not applicable. 
5/ As set out in the banks' "Suppliers Arrears Programme." 
z/ Turkish lira option. 
z/ Foreign currency option. 
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2. Country experiences 

a. Turkey (1980) 

The resolution of Turkey's debt crisis which emerged in the late 
1970s involved comprehensive restructuring arrangements with official 
creditors, commercial banks, and nonguaranteed private suppliers. L/ 
After two successive multilateral debt renegotiations (conducted through 
an OECD consortium) in 1978-79, it became clear that a very large part 
of arrears outstanding at the beginning of 1980 was in fact owed to 
nonguaranteed suppliers (estimated at $1.4 billion, or some 70 percent 
of total trade arrears). z/ A systematic restructuring of such non- 
guaranteed arrears was recognised as necessary in order to restore 
confidence and orderly trade finance. Accordingly, in January 1980, the 
Turkish authorities initiated a program of phased elimination of these 
arrears. After an initial slow start, the program was subsequently 
modified to enhance its acceptance by creditors. 

The main features of the modified program were as follows: (i) cur- 
rency options --creditors could settle their claims either in Turkish 
lira or in five foreign currencies (U.S. dollars, deutsche mark, pounds 
sterling, French francs, and Swiss francs); claims in currencies other 
than the specified currencies were to be converted to one of the latter 
at the cross rates applied by the Central Bank of Turkey on January 25, 
1980. (ii) Differentiated repayment terms by currency options--local 
currency obtained under the Turkish lira option could be used for extend- 
ing credit to importers in Turkey, for payment of taxes, and for invest- 
ment and equity participation in specified sectors; such investments 
could not be transferred abroad for at least five years. Under the 
Turkish lira option, conversion of claims for investment and for export 
production of up to US$l million would take place at a discount of 
15 percent from the exchange rate prevailing at the time of settlement A/ 
and for such claims exceeding US$l million at a discount of 10 percent. 
All other claims would be settled at a 33.3 percent discount on the 
exchange rate prevailing on January 25, 1980, the initial proclamation 
date of the program. Payments for claims of less than US$lO,OOO would 
take place immediately; claims exceeding US$lO,OOO were to be settled 

L/ The question of private claims without guarantee of the official 
creditors was first raised by official creditors in the 1979 Agreed 
Minute and was addressed again in the 1980 Agreed Minute when the 
Turkish authorities undertook to find without delay a resolution of 
this problem, in conformity with prevailing international trade practices 
and with legislation of each concerned country. 

2/ For a description of Turkey's reschedulings with official creditors 
and with nonguaranteed private suppliers, see Turkey--Recent Economic 
Developments (Appendix III) (SM/81/180, 8/27/81). 

31 I.e., 
abroad. 

the date payments were made by the Central Bank to creditors 
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in two years in 12 equal bimonthly payments. Under the foreign currency 
option, 60 percent of each claim was to be settled in eight semiannual 
installments over four years, after a grace period of four years; the 
remaining 40 percent was to be repaid subsequently in four equal semi- 
annual installments. (iii) The rates of interest applicable on the 
rescheduled foreign currency option claims were currency specific, 

e-g., 6 percent for claims in U.S. dollars and 4 percent for deutsche 
marks. (iv) Creditors had to inform the authorities of their choice of 
option within 90 days of the publication of the decree. Claimants 
choosing the foreign currency option were authorized to switch to the 
Turkish lira option, initially up to the end of 1981 and then up to 
June 30, 1982. 

Creditors' response to the program was regarded as very favorable, 
in large part owing to the flexible elements of the program, in 
particular, the availability of the currency options and the provision 
of repayment terms and interest rates that were currency specific. 
Furthermore, as the program advanced, data verification procedures in 
the central bank became more systematic and the program was increasingly 
better managed. Also, a secondary market had begun to develop where 
creditors could buy claims at a discount and, exercising the Turkish 
lira option, use the proceeds for local expenditure. As a result, an 
estimated 80 percent of eligible arrears were regularised within one 

year, with creditors exercising equally the foreign currency and the 
Turkish lira options, and by June 1982 all suppliers' arrears had been 
eliminated. 

b. Romania (1982) 

Romania's payments difficulties emerged in mid-1981, and in 1982 
first the banks, then the Paris Club, rescheduled Romania's obligations. 
The issue of comparable treatment vis-a-vis nonguaranteed suppliers 
arose in the restructuring discussions with banks, in which Romania 
undertook to obtain reschedulings on similar terms from foreign suppliers 
as well as Western official creditors, the International Bank for 
Economic Cooperation (IBEC), the International Investment Bank (IIB), 
and some Middle Eastern central banks. The "Suppliers' Arrears Programme" 
was specifically included in the bank restructuring agreement as one of 
the triggers which could require a prepayment of rescheduled bank debt. 
This program sought to ensure comparability of repayment terms by 
specifying, over the period in which amounts rescheduled by banks were 
to be repaid, a minimum path below which the stock of arrears owed to 
nonguaranteed suppliers was not permitted to fall. 

Romania's experience in attempting to reschedule NSC illustrates the 
type and range of problems involved in multilateral discussions that are 
not centralized and where creditors are not represented in a collective 
manner. First, there were practical and logistic difficulties created 
by the fact that over 2,000 suppliers with outstanding claims were 
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potentially a party to the negotiations. It was decided that the 
negotiating discussions should be confined to some 550 larger suppliers 
with claims in excess of $50,000; this smaller group still proved 
unmanageable and it was time-consuming to verify the individual claims. 
As for the smaller suppliers with claims below $50,000, with the concur- 
rence of the banks, it was agreed that a special account could be used 
to settle these obligations. Second, apart from these problems of 
logistics, there were fundamental difficulties that were not readily 
resolvable: individual creditors had greatly diverse interests and 
strengths, and incentives existed for certain creditors in a dominant 
or privileged position to be accorded preferential treatment. With a 
wide divergence in negotiating strengths, suppliers made individual 
proposals containing varying terms and conditions which were difficult 
to reconcile. By the end of an eight-month period, it proved difficult 
to ascertain the extent to which the final agreement was strictly con- 
sistent with the terms and conditions initially set under the "Arrears 
Programme." 

Available information indicates that out of the initial estimated 
$1.3 billion reschedulable amount, only some $500 million may eventually 
have been rescheduled in this manner. This very substantial erosion in 
coverage was attributable to a number of factors, including cash payments 
to small suppliers, cash payments to the largest suppliers, and direct 
retention by some suppliers of export proceeds of Romania held abroad. 
Discussions to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution proved particu- 
larly difficult with a group of large suppliers to whom a relatively 
substantial amount was owed, and the authorities did not succeed in 
securing arrangements on terms (e.g., repayment periods) comparable to 
those with banks. Overall, arrangements were concluded with most 
suppliers by 1983, and the Romanian authorities were able to make 
downpayments which in the aggregate were equivalent to no more than 
20 percent of unpaid suppliers' credits, hence broadly consistent with 
the provision of the banks' agreement. 

C. Mexico (1983) 

The major part of Mexico's debt restructuring efforts since the 
liquidity crisis in August 1982 has been directed toward the commercial 
banks --the predominant group of creditors. As regards official creditors, 
in June 1983 an agreement was reached to reschedule debt of the Mexican 
private sector, in arrears as of June 30, 1983 or falling due through 
December 31, 1983, that was owed to or guaranteed by official creditors. 
In the case of the nonguaranteed suppliers, debt owed by the Mexican 
private sector was rescheduled in 1983 under the Foreign Exchange Risk 
Coverage Trust Fund (FICORCA). _ 1/ FICORCA was established in 1983 first, 

I/ For a detailed description of FICORCA as well as the overall debt 
restructuring operations, see Mexico-- Recent Economic Developments 
(SM/83/86, 5/17/83). 
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to assist the private sector to settle payments arrears to foreign 
suppliers and second, to provide a framework for the refinancing and 
forward exchange coverage of the private sector’s external debt. 
Details of these two facilities which affect nonguaranteed suppliers 
are as follows : 

(1) Arrears and current payments to foreign suppliers 

In February 1983 the Bank of Mexico established a facility to 
permit the settlement of arrears of the Mexican private sector to foreign 
suppliers outstanding as of December 20, 1982 and of payments due before 
June 30, 1983; a similar facility was again established in August 1983 
for the settlement of obligations due between July 1 and December 19, 
1983. By depositing with FICORCA the peso equivalent of payments due, 
private debtors were guaranteed the peso/U.S. dollar rate in the con- 
trolled market on the deposit date. If the foreign creditor agreed to 
be paid by the transfer of these deposits to his name, FICORCA agreed 
to make the foreign exchange available to the foreign creditor according 
to a schedule of payments to be announced later. Alternatively, domestic 
borrowers were allowed to settle arrears through the free market or to 
enter a queue to obtain foreign exhange from the Bank of Mexico at the 
controlled exchange rate. In the case of exporters, they were allowed 
to allocate up to 20 percent of their export receipts to service out- 
standing obligations abroad, or up to 100 percent of receipts from new 
exports approved under special export agreements with the Government. 

Repayment schedules under the deposit scheme were announced in 
August and November 1983 as follows: 

(i) For the February 1983 scheme, covering obligations due through 
end-June 1983, 50 percent of the principal and accrued interest would be 
paid in September 1983, provided that deposit rights were transferred 
to foreign creditors no later than August 15, 1983. The balance would 
be repaid in March 1984 for obligations registered before February 15, 
1984, and in March 1985 for any remaining obligations; 

(ii) For the August 1983 scheme, covering obligations due between 
July 1 and December 19, 1983, payments would be made in full in March 
1984, provided that deposit rights were transferred to creditors by 
January 31, 1984. 

By early 1984, a total of USS500 million in private sector arrears to 
foreign suppliers had been identified under these two schemes, of which 
US$200 million were settled in 1983 and the balance paid by March 1984. 

Under the official creditor group’s agreed minute of June 23, 1983, 
arrears, including on short-term debt, were to be repaid as follows : 
5 percent in 1983, 5 percent in 1984, 30 percent in 1985, and the 
remaining 60 percent in 1986. For medium- and long-term obligations 
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falling due between July and December 1983, 10 percent was to be repaid 
at maturity and the remaining 90 percent in semiannual payments starting 
in December 1986 and concluding in June 1989. 

(2) Restructuring of external debt of the private sector 

A restructuring of the external debt of the Mexican private 
sector has also been encouraged, in order to ease the pressure on 
Mexican firms in light of the preceding depreciation of the peso. To 
facilitate such restructuring, a scheme was developed under FICORCA 
whereby firms with obligations outstanding as of December 20, 1982 and 
whose debt was refinanced at specified minimum terms were permitted to 
obtain forward exchange cover in order to spread the exchange losses over 
the new maturity period of the restructured loan. 

A Mexican debtor had the option of continuing to pay interest and 
thus seek cover only for principal payments, or of covering fully the 
servicing of the obligations. Under each of these two options, the 
debtor also had the alternatives of cash or credit settlements. Under 
the option of covering principal payments only, a debtor willing to 
deposit with FICORCA the total peso equivalent of the obligation due 
abroad would be able to convert these pesos at a more appreciated rate 
than the one prevailing in the controlled market, with the rate varying 
according to the maturity of the restructured loan--larger discounts 
were provided for longer maturities. Under the second option, where the 
debtor obtained coverage of interest payments due abroad as well, the 
conversion would be made at the controlled rate prevailing on the date 
the deposit was constituted. 

To be eligible for this scheme, the rescheduling had to be for at 
least six years, with a three-year grace period, if the coverage sought 
was only against principal; the rescheduling had to be for eight years, 
with a four-year grace period, if both principal and interest payments 
due abroad were to be covered. The forward cover scheme does not trans- 
fer either the obligation or the commercial risk to FICORCA, since the 
domestic borrower remains responsible for the servicing of the debt to 
the foreign creditor for the entire life of the rescheduled loan. Prior 
agreement between borrower and foreign lender is required for the coverage 
to become effective. 

The deadline for registering private debt restructuring operations 
under FICORCA was initially programmed to lapse on October 25, 1983 but 
was extended to November 5, 1983. As of that time, some USS11.6 billion 
had been registered under the various options available. The bulk of 
these operations--94 percent of the total-- included provision of forward 
exchange coverage by FICORCA of both principal and interest payments, 
as well as financing by FICORCA of the peso deposit constituted by the 
debtor. Only 2 percent of the total entailed the payment in cash of 
the obligations at the current or discounted rate. 
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d. Nigeria (1984) 

Nigeria's difficult payments situation has been reflected primarily 
in a sharp accumulation of trade arrears beginning in 1982. By early 
1984, it was estimated that outstanding trade arrears (owed by both the 
public and private sectors) amounted to some $5.8 billion, of which at 
least $1.69 billion was owed to or guaranteed by official creditors and 
the remainder to private nonguaranteed suppliers, largely on inter- 
company open accounts. Accordingly, in early 1984 Nigeria requested 
its suppliers to assist in resolving the trade arrears problem in order 
to restore normal trading relationships. The initial proposal made by 
Nigeria was criticized by the uninsured suppliers primarily on the 
grounds that the terms were less favorable than those already accorded 
to the commercial banks for the 1982 and 1983 refinancing of arrears on 
letters of credit. In response to this initial proposal, in January 
1984, a trade creditor grouping (TCG) of some 350 suppliers was formed 
to secure a mutually satisfactory basis for the settlement of arrears; 
the TCG was owed in excess of $2 billion, with claims in arrears on 
average by 18 months. Members of the TCG were from some 20 countries, 
and consisted of five different types of companies: (i) major inter- 
national trading companies with very large Nigerian exposures; (ii) major 
corporations with exposures that were small relative to their balance 
sheets but large in absolute terms; (iii) commodity trading houses with 
substantial exposures; (iv) j ma or international construction companies; 
(v) a large number of small exporters whose exposures were large relative 
to their balance sheet and who in the aggregate represented a significant 
share of total arrears. 

The TCG established a steering committee which reflected both the 
geographic pattern of membership and the nature of the companies involved, 
and an investment banking firm was appointed by the steering committee 
to act as banking advisor. Agreement was reached relatively promptly 
in April 1984 on a rescheduling of short-term trade arrears outstanding 
at end-1983 over a 6-year period including 2 l/2 years' grace, in which 
all creditors (insured in creditor country or uninsured) were to be 
treated on a uniform basis. In the case of uninsured creditors, the 
proposed refinancing mechanism was that the Central Bank would issue 
promissory notes under the guarantee of the federal government in settle- 
ment of agreed uninsured trade and other debt owed by Nigerian importers. 
The notes would be once discountable and would carry an interest rate of I 
LIBOR plus 1 percent from January 1, 1984. After completion of time- 
consuming verification procedures, promissory notes have been issued 
under the agreement as envisaged. 

As regards trade arrears owed to or with guarantee of official 
creditors, in 1984 Nigeria also initiated informal discussions with 
certain export credit agencies and government departments of its major 
trading partners to discuss the same proposal that was agreed to by the 
nonguaranteed suppliers. While creditor governments have indicated 
their willingness to reschedule arrears on a multilaterally-negotiated 
basis, subject to the existence of an upper credit tranche arrangement 
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with the Fund, they also indicated that they could not accept promissory 
notes implying a rescheduling scheme that has not been multilaterally 
negotiated. Since the Nigerian proposal attempted to preserve comparable 
treatment among creditors, and in order to ensure that payments on 
interest in the interim period are made to the appropriate creditors 
before the multilateral rescheduling actually takes place, a contact 
group was set up by official creditors to discuss technicalities and to 
agree on a mechanism to restore interim payments. It was emphasized 
that the mechanism and the related payments would in no way imply or 
prejudge the terms and conditions of any eventual official multilateral, 
and implementing bilateral, rescheduling agreements, especially as 
regards the amounts to be rescheduled, the currencies to be used, and 
the interest rate. 
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Gaunt rs ?,I t%./Day!Yr. U.S. dnllers) dated 3: (months) Pt-1”. Int. (I” years! 

Chile I 5 i 0 6 / 7 5 
Zalrc 1 h / 1 6 / 7 h 

PI 
PA 

PI 
PIA 
1 
PlAr 

*P 
P 

PIA 
PIA< 
PiA 
PlAtAr 
PIA 
PTAtArR 
PI 

PI 
PIAt 
PIA 
PIE 
PI 
P IA 
PI 
P I ?\ 
PIAt 
PIA 
PI 
PI 
PI 

P 14 
PtltAtK 
PIAR 
PIAt 
P 
PAt 
P 1 4 
PI 
PI 
PlA 
PI 
PI 
PlA 
PIAK 
PI 
PI 

PIACR 
PIAR 
PIR 
PI 
P 
PI 
PIR 
PlAP 
PIR 
PIA 
PI 
PI 
PIA 

4 h/l: 
‘1 6112 

i II!12 9 Z/I? 
‘, Y h/I? 
4 9:,2 9 3/l? 

$<,l,rccs: .Agrerd Minutes ,*I debt rrschedulings: and staff estimates. 
1 !’ Excludes debt rene~otlatirrns ,:onducted under the .ausplces of aid cn”s~*rcia and iofflclrl deht 

re:chiduli”gs vhirh Invillved “l-,“-Fund members. 
: ,I’ Roman numerals Indicate, fnr e.4,.h I‘“““trY, the “umber nf dehr rrschedulines in the prrlnd hegin- 

“Ii& 1975. 
‘, K:eV: P - Principal, medium- and long-term (debt - 

Pt - Prlnrlpai, rieht nf all maturitlrs 
1 - InLrrrst, meslium- and lo”<-term debt 
It - interest. ,irht of all maturities 
.4 - Arrears ,I” princl~al and Interest, mrdinlm- and lone-term drht 
?\s - Arrearq ,>n prlnclpal and Interest. short-term debt 
At - Arr1.3~~ ;I” principal and interest. debt of all macurtties 

AQ - ArWer< 0” Qr[“CiQ?,l, medium- and l*q-term debt 
.Ar - Arrears ,a” previilusly reschedule,1 deht 
P - Previously rescheduled deht 

4 ; Terms ior currrnt Qrtni-lQill end interest due ,>n medium- and long-term debt. 
5; -’ 1” mnst instsnces. some pr,rtli~” #of the remainine amount was also deferred for 3 shorter period. 
h/ (Grace and maturity are <defined t,> he,qin at the end ot the consolidation period. 
7. Interest payments ~-li”rnlldated f;lr the first half of this period a,nly. 
x: Inlt,al csrimate: fIndI estimate is ltkely to he sl~nlficantly lover. - 
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Table 3. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1975-1984 

--Creditor Countries Participating-- 

Country 
Number of Reschedulings in 

which the Country Participated 

France 
United States 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
Italy 

54 
54 
53 
53 
51 

Belgium 43 

Japan 42 

Switzerland 42 

Netherlands 38 

Sweden 37 

Canada 35 

Austria 34 

Spain 30 

Norway 28 

Denmark 16 

Finland 10 

South Africa 6 
Australia 3 

Israel 3 

U.A.E. (Abu Dhabi) 2 

Mexico 2 

New Zealand 2 

Portugal 2 

Argentina 1 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 
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Table 4. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1983-84 

--Forum and Consolidation Period-- 

Debtor 
Country 

Date of 
Agreement Forum 

Number of 
Participating Consolidation 

Creditors Period 

1983 

l 
1984 

Costa Rica Jan. 11, 1983 
Sudan Feb. 4, 1983 
Togo April 12, 1983 
Zambia May 16, 1983 
Romania May 18, 1983 
Mexico June 22, 1983 
C.A.R. July 7, 1983 
Peru July 26, 1983 
Ecuador July 28, 1983 
Morocco Oct. 25, 1983 
Malawi Oct. 27, 1983 
Niger Nov. 14, 1983 
Brazil Nov. 23, 1983 
Zaire Dec. 20, 1983 
Senegal Dec. 21, 1983 
Liberia Dec. 22, 1983 

Sierra Leone 
Madagascar 
Sudan 
Ivory Coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 
Jamaica 
Zambia 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Liberia 
Philippines 

Feb. 8, 1984 
Mar. 23, 1984 
May 3, 1984 
May 4, 1984 
May 22, 1984 
June 5, 1984 
June 6, 1984 
July 16, 1984 
July 20, 1984 
Oct. 25, 1984 
Nov. 30, 1984 
Dec. 17, 1984 
Dec. 20, 1984 

Parts Club 10 07/01/82-12/31/83 
Paris Club 15 01/01/83-12/31/83 
Paris Club 11 01/01/83-12/31/83 
Paris Club 12 01/01/83-12/31/83 
Paris Club 11 01/01/83-12/31/83 
Creditor Group 15 07/01/83-12/31/83 
Paris Club 5 01/01/83-12/31/83 
Paris Club 20 05/01/83-04/30/84 
Paris Club 13 06/01/83-05/31/84 
Paris Club 12 09/01/83-12/31/84 
Paris Club 5 07/01/83-06/30/84 
Paris Club 5 10/01/83-09/30/84 
Paris Club 16 08/01/83-12/31/84 
Paris Club 13 01/01/84-12/31/84 
Paris Club 11 07/01/83-06/30/84 
Paris Club 8 07/01/83-06/30/84 

Parls Club 11 01/01/84-12/31/84 
Paris Club 13 07/01/83-12/31/84 
Paris Club 15 01/01/84-12/31/84 
Paris Club 12 12/01/83-12/31/84 
Creditor Group 15 01/01/84-12/31/84 
Paris Club 18 05/01/84-07/31/85 
Paris Club 11 01/01/84-04/30/85 
Paris Club 10 01/01/84-03/31/85 
Paris Club 13 01/01/84-12/31/84 
Paris Club 12 07/01/84-06/30/85 
Paris Club 5 10/01/84-11/30/85 
Paris Club 7 07/01/84-06/30/85 
Paris Club 15 01,'01/85-06/30,'86 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 



Table 5. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1983-84 

--Types of Debt Covered-- 

(Yes, if covered; no, otherwise) 

Country 

Medium- and Long-Term Debt Short-Term Debt Previously 
Current Maturities Arrears Current Maturities Arrears Rescheduled 

Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Debt 

1983 Costa Rica 
Sudan 
Togo 
Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 
Senegal 
Liberia 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

No 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
NO 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No No 
Yes Yes 

No No 
Yes Yes 

No No 
Yes Yes 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 

1984 Sierra Leone Yes Yes 
Madagascar Yes Yes 
Sudan Yes Yes 
Ivory Coast Yes Yes 
Yugoslavia Yes No 
Peru Yes Yes 
Togo Yes Yes 
Jamaica Yes Yes 
Zambia Yes Yes 
Mozambique Yes Yes 
Niger Yes Yes 
Liberia Yes Yes 
Philippines Yes Yes 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 

Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 

Yes No 
No No 

Yes Yes 
No No 
No No 

Yes Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

0 . . 
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Table 5. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1983-84 

--Conditions for Rescheduling-- 

Upper Credit Conditions for a 
Tranche Fund Conditions to Meeting to Consider 

Program a Keep Current Conditions to Effect Future Debt 
Precondition for Rescheduling Further Rescheduling 

the Meeting Valid Rescheduling (Goodwill clause) 

1983 Costa Rica 
Sudan 
Togo 
Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 
Senegal 
Liberia 

1984 Sierra Leone 
Madagascar 
Sudan 
Ivory Coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 
Jamaica 
Zambia 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Liberia 
Philippines 

Yes 
Yes l/ 
Yes - 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes I/ 
Yes - 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes l/ 
Yes i/ 
Yes T/ 
Yes - 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes l/ 

No - 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

A 
C 
A 
A 
A,B 
A,0 21 
A,0 ?/ 
A - 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
4 
A 

4 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
0 5/ 
A- 
A 
A 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
A,D,E,F,O 4/ - 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

I . . 

..a 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

A,D,F 
A,D,F 
A,F 
4,F 
. . . 
A,D,E,F 
. . . 
. . . 
A,D,E,F 
A,D,E,F 
. . . 
4,D,E,F 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
A,D,E,F 

A,D,E,F 
4,D.E.F 
A,D,E,F 
A,D,E,F 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
A,D,E,F 
A,D,E,F 
C k/,D,E,F,O 51 
A,D,E,F - 
A,D,E,F 
. . . 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 

I/ Fund program approved in principle before the date of rescheduling agreement. 
??/ Debts incurred or guaranteed by the public sector continued to be paid according to their 

original terms. 
3/ Bilateral agreements provided for in the 6/12/81 rescheduling must be concluded for those 

creditors participating in both that agreement and this agreement. 
4/ Conditional pending meeting to discuss percentages of principal and interest to be 

co&olidated. 
51 The "Program of Economic Action," prepared by a Paris Club Task Force, must be implemented 

and its targets met. 
a/ First credit tranche Fund arrangement. 

Key for codes: 
A - To continue to have a program in place 
B - To remain eligible to draw under a program 
c - To conclude and adhere to a new program 
D - To establish effective arrangements with banks and other creditors 
E - To comply with all conditions set out in the present Agreed Minute 
F - To comply with most-favored nation and initiative clauses as a specific criteria 
0 - Other conditions. See footnote. 
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0 
ngs, 1983-84 

--Special Provisions-- 

Date of Deposits Most 
Official in Favored- Initia- 

Multilateral Bilateral Special Nation tive Goodwill 
Agreement Deadline Account Clause Clause Clause 

1983 
Costa Rica 
Sudan 
Togo 
Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 
Senegal 
Liberia 

1984 
Sierra Leone 
Madagascar 
Sudan 
Ivory Coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 
Jamaica 
Zambia 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Liberia 
Philippines 

l/11/83 6/30/83 No 
2/04/83 g/01/83 No 
4112183 g/30/83 No 
5/06/83 12/31/83 No 
5118183 12/31/83 No 
6/22/83 12/31/83 No 
7107183 12/31/83 No 
7126183 12/31/83 No 
7128183 3/31/84 No 

10/25/83 3131184 No 
10/27/83 3/31/84 No 
11/14/83 3131184 No 
11123183 6/30/84 No 
12/20/83 6/30/84 Yes 
12/21/83 6/30/84 No 
12122183 6/30/84 No 

2/08/84 g/30/84 
3123184 11/30/84 
5103184 2128185 
5104184 12/31/84 
5122184 l/31/85 
6/05/84 l/31/85 
6/06/84 l/31/85 
6/16/84 3/01/85 
7/20/84 2/28/85 

10125184 6130185 
11/30/84 a/31/85 
12/17/84 6120185 
L2/20/84 a/31/85 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes L/ 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No l No 
No 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 

l/ Goodwill clause stipulated grace period and maturity that would apply in 
subsequent rescheduling. 

l 
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Table 8. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1983-84 

--Parallel Bank Rescheduling Agreements-- 

Date of 
Official 

Multilateral 
Agreement 

Parallel Commercial Bank Rescheduling 
Date 

Date of of Further 
prior later resched- 

agreement agreement uling 

1983 
Costa Rica 
Sudan 
Togo 
Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 
Senegal 
Liberia 

1984 
Sierra Leone 
Madagascar 
Sudan 
Ivory Coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 
Jamaica 
Zambia 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Liberia 
Philippines 

l!l l/83 . . . 
2/04/a3 12l81 
4112183 3/m 
5/06/83 . . . 
5/18/83 12182 
h/22/83 . . . 
7/m/83 . . . 
7/26/83 7183 
7128183 . . . 

10/25/83 . . . 
10/27/83 3183 
11/14/83 . . . 
11/23/83 2183 
12/20/83 l/83 61 
12/21/83 . . . 
12122183 12/82 

2/08/84 
3123184 
5103184 
5104184 
5/22/84 
6/05/84 
6106184 
hll6/84 
7/20/84 

10125184 
11130184 

12/17/84 
12/20/84 

1184 
ii/a1 

4184 21 - 
. . . 

10183 
4/84 61 

10183 
6183 A/ 

. . . 

. . . 
3184 

12182 
lo/a4 

9183 I! 
4153 il 

- 
g 

lO/83 
In process 

6183 
a/a3 11 21 

. . . 
4/a4 11 

lo/a3 il 
61 

12184 _il Al 
. . . 

3184 11 
1184 

l/84 61 
2184 

In process 11 

. . . 11 
10/84-l I 

. . . 17 
7/84--I/ 
5184 ?I 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . A.1 

In process 11 
In process I/ 

. . . ll 
In process ll - 

. . . 

. . . 
4184 21 - 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
9184 iI 

. . . 

. . . 
In process 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
12184 >I 

. . . 
In process 51 - 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
In process 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

Sources: Restructuring agreements; and Fund staff. 

I/ Agreed Minutes of the official multilateral debt rescheduling stated explic- 
itiy that the completion of effective arrangements with banks and other creditors 
was a necessary condition for a meeting to discuss future debt service obligations 
(goodwill clause). 

2/ Modification of 1981 agreeement. 
7/ Agreement took effect with disbursement of a new loan in March 1983. 
z/ Agreed in principle. 
s! Requested by authorities. 
z/ Informal agreement. 
7/ Conditional upon refinancing of L&S700 million in officially guaranteed 

loans. 
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Table 9. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1975-1984 1/ - 

--Cumulative Consolidation Period-- 

Country 

Consolidation Periods for 
Current Maturities Under 

Successive Agreements Cumulative 
(Months) Number of Number of 

I II III IV V VI Months 2/ - Agreements 

Mexico 6 
Poland 8 
Chile 12 
Ecuador 12 
Mozambique 12 
Yugoslavia 12 
Ivory Coast 13 
Jamaica 15 
Morocco 16 
Brazil 17 
Costa Rica 18 
Philippines 18 
C.A.R. 12 
Malawi 12 
Romania 12 
Uganda 12 
Zambia 12 
Niger 12 
Senegal 12 
Peru 12 
Sierra Leone 12 
Madagascar 18 
Turkey 13 
Liberia 18 
Sudan 21 
Togo 21 
Zaire 18 

12 3/ 
12 - 

12 
12 

12 41 
14 
12 
12 31 

16 31 
12 71 
12 - 

18 
18 31 
14 31 
12 51 - 

12 31 
15 - 

6 
8 

12 
12 
12 

12 
13 
15 

16 
17 

18 
18 

24 
24 

24 

24 

24 
26 
36 
39 

12 31 4/ 40 
18 71 x/ 48 
36 ?/ z/ 61 

12 3/ 12 60 
12 31 4/ 12 3/ 63 
12 T/ 21 

k/ 
16 z'/ 63 

6 ?I 18 31 12 12 60 - 31 k/ 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

6 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 
11 Excluding Gabon because the rescheduling involved only arrears. 
?/ Excludes that portion of any consolidation period which overlaps with the 

co%olidation period of prior agreements. In most instances, the overlapping 
period covered debts not included in previous consolidations. 

31 The cutoff date for loans incl.uded in this consolidation is different 
fr& the cutoff date for the most recent previous consolidation. 

4/ Includes previously rescheduled debts. 
r/ Consolidation period overlaps with the consolidation period of previous 

agreements. 
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--Cutoff Date-- 

APPENDIX I 

1983-84 

Country 
Number of Months Prior to -- 

Date of agreement Beginning of consolida- 
tion period 

1983 
Costa Rica 
Sudan 
Togo 
Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 
Senegal 
Liberia 

1984 
Sierra Leone 
Madagascar 
Sudan 
Ivory Coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 
Jamaica 
Zambia 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Liberia 
Philippines 

6.5 
1.0 
3.5 
4.5 

17.5 
6.0 
6.0 

7.0 
7.0 
6.0 

22.0 
4.5 
8.0 

5.5 
11.5 
11.5 

7.5 

9.0 
4.0 

10.0 
17.5 
17.0 
17.0 

9.5 
18.5 
9.0 

17.0 
23.5 

8.5 

-- 

-- 

12.0 
6.5 

-- 

4.0 
5.0 
4.0 

18.0 
3.0 
4.0 

6.0 
6.0 
6.0 

6.0 
-- 

5.0 
13.0 
16.0 
12.0 

3.0 
12.0 

5.0 
15.0 
18.0 
9.0 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 



Table 11. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1975-1984 I/ - 

--Average Repayment Terms for Current Maturities-- 

~_--- 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Downpayment 
(Percent) 

1n.o 

-- 

11.3 

Postponement of Unconsolidated 
Maturities ___. 

Proport lo* Average 
of total grace Average 

repayments period maturity 
(Percent) (Months) (Months) 

29.0 12 . 0 24.0 

15.0 12 .I) 24 .I) 

6.3 6.0 30.0 

For-mall y Rescheduled Port ion 
Proportion Average 

of total grace Average 
repayments period maturity 

(Percent) (Years) (Years) 

70.0 2 . 0 a . 0 

85 .n I .n 7.5 

82.5 2.3 a.6 

1978 35 .o 2.5 3 .I) 3.0 62.5 2.0 6.5 

1979 10.6 4.4 4.0 16.0 85.0 3.1 8.6 

1980 

1981 

1.7 

4.2 

a.3 

8.6 

4.0 

11.0 

36.0 

31 .o 

90.9 

87.1 

4.9 

4.1 

a.8 

8.7 

1982 

I 9a3 

6.2 

10.9 

a .o 

7.2 

in.8 

9 .n 

30.0 

23.6 

85.8 

81.9 

3.9 

4.1 

8.1 

a.6 

1984 10.7 4.3 8.1 27 .I:, a5 .r) 4.8 9.6 

Averages 

1Y75-84 
Of which: 

1975-8’ 
1983-84 

9.5 6.8 a.7 26.3 83.5 3.9 a.7 

8.3 7.8 a.7 27.9 83.8 3.4 8.3 

I 0 . a 5.9 8.7 24.7 83.3 4.4 9 .h 

Source : Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 
I/ Medium- and long-term debt only. All reschedulings carry equal weight in their relevant periods. Grace 
period and maturity measured from end of consnlidation period. See Section II for a definition of terms. 

” 
N 



Table 12. OEficial Multilateral Debt Rcschedulings, 1975-1984 I/ 

--Average Repayment Terms for Current Principal-- 

Downpayment 
(Percent) 

Postponement of Unconsolidated 
Maturities 

Proportion Average 
of total grace Average 

repayments period maturity 
(Percent) (Months) (Months) 

- 

Formallv Rescheduled Portion 
Proportion Average 

of total grace Average 
repayments period maturity 

(Percent) (Years 1 (Years) 

1975 10.0 20.0 12.0 24.0 70.0 2 .(I 8 . 0 

1976 15.0 12.0 24.0 a 5 .(:I 1.0 7.5 

I977 10.0 7.5 12.0 36.0 82.5 2.3 a.5 

1978 12.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 85 .o 2.0 6.5 

1979 I 0 . 6 4.4 4.0 16.0 a5.0 3.1 a.6 

1980 1.7 a.3 4 .I-) 36 .O 90.0 4.0 a.8 

1981 4.2 8.6 11 .o 31.0 87.1 4.1 8.7 

1982 h.2 a.0 10.R 30 .o 85.8 3.9 8.1 

1983 5.6 6.9 9.0 23.6 87.5 4. 8.6 

i9a4 I .7 2.5 9 . Cl 29.0 95.8 4.8 9.6 

Averages 

1975-a4 5.1 6.3 9 .o 26.7 88.5 3.9 a.7 
Of which: 

1975-82 6.5 7.9 9.0 28.2 85.6 3.4 a.3 
1983-84 3.9 4.9 9.0 25.2 91.2 4. 4 9 .n 

- 
Source : Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 
r/ Medilrm- and long-term princi.pal only. All reschedulings carry equal weight in their relevant perie)ds. Cracr 

period and maturity measured from end of consolidati~~n period. See Section TI for a definition Iof terms. 

i3 



Table 13. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings, 1975-1984 I/ 

--Average Repayment Terms for Current Interest-- 

Downpayment 
(Percent) 

Postponement of Unconsolidated 
Maturities 

Proportion Average 
of total grace Average 

repayments period maturity 
(Percent) (Months) (Months) 

Formally Rescheduled Portion 
Proportion Average 

of total grace Average 
repayments period maturity 

(Percent) (Years) (Years) 

1975 10.0 20.0 12.0 24.0 70.0 2.0 8.0 

1976 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

1977 12.5 5.0 -- 24.0 82.5 2.3 8.8 

1978 15.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 80.0 2 .o 6.5 

1979 10.6 4.4 4.0 16.0 85.0 3.1 8.6 

1980 1.7 8.3 4.0 36.0 90.0 4.0 8.8 

1981 4.2 8.6 11.0 31.0 87.1 4.1 8.7 

1982 6.2 8.0 10.8 30.0 85.8 3.9 8.1 

1983 4.3 8.6 8.8 24.5 87.1 4.2 9.0 

1984 12.9 6.6 8.1 27.0 80.4 4.8 9.9 

Averages 

1975-84 7.6 7.7 8.4 26.5 84.7 4.0 8.9 
Of which: 

1975-82 6.8 7.7 8.2 27.7 85.4 3.5 8.4 

1983-84 8.3 7.7 8.6 25.4 84.0 4.5 9.4 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 
l/ Medium- and long-term interest only. All reschedulings carry equal weight in their relevant periods. Grace 

period and maturity measured from end of consolidation period. See Section II for a definition of terms. 



Table 14. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedullnzs, 1943-84 

--Repayment Terms : Current Maturities-- 

Postponement of Unconsolidated Portion Fnrmally Rescheduled Portion -__ 
DoWI- 

paymrn t 
(Percent) 

Prnprlrt inn Grace Prop”rt ion crnce 
in total period I/ Maturity I/ in total period I/ 

iMonths? 
- 

!Perccnt ) (Months) ( PYrcellt) !‘iea rs T 

9 21 3 9112 
5 h/l? 

5 
5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 9!l2 
3 h!lL 

9 
I2 
I I 
_. 

h 
R 

45 
$8 
I I 

30 
8 
7 

24 

I? 

h. 7 

Jh. 7 

111.17 

2.5 
1 il. 1-1 

1.5 

9 
9 
b 

12 

21 
21 
30 
I2 
25 
-3h 

4 h/l2 
4 hiI2 
4 
5 
4 
i 12 

2.5 
5. ‘1 

-- 

7.5 
-- 
-- 

12 36 
-- 
-- 

5 
4 9112 

b 

4 

4 
4 

4 II.112 
4 IrJ/12 

3 11!12 
3 11/12 
5 
5 

-- 
51,. ‘2 

-- 

5 . f! 
I.0 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-_ 
-- 

5 
41 

5 
5 

5. I) 
4.0 

-- 
50.0 

-- 

1.0 

-- 
-- 
-- 

48 

-_ 
-. 
I2 

-- 

4.0 

5. 0 
?5.1? 

2.5 

8 8 

8 A 

I2 3h 

4 II/12 
4 II/l? 
5 

4 9/l? 
4 9112 

-- -- 
13.3 1h.7 

-- 
15 3 

Source : Agreed Minutes of deht reschedulings. 

I/ Period mrnnllred fron thP *n? nf the consolidation period. 
Tl Includes drhl< 11f all matltrities. 
31 Principal oniy. 
hl Excludes late interest charges. - 
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. 

Table 15. Official Multtlateral Debt Reschedulings, 1983-84 

--Repayment Terms: Previously Rescheduled Debt-- 

Count t-y 

Postponement of Unconsolidated Portion 
K&portion 

Formally Rescheduled Portion 
Proportion 

Downpayment in total Grace period I/ Maturitv l/ in total I-- Grace p eriod 1/ Maturitv I/ 
(Months) - (Years) - 

I- 
(Percent) (Percent) (Months) (Percent) (Years) 

1983 
Cotta Rica 
Sudan 2,’ 
Togo - 

Current deht 
service 

Al-rt?Fll-S 

Zambia 
Romania 
Mexico 
C.A.R. 
Pet-u 
Ecuador 
Morocco 
Malawi 
Niger 
Brazil 
Zaire 

Sb,Trr-trrm 2! 
Medium- and- 

long-term ?I - 
SeWgal 
Liberl;l 

-- -- 

Ion.@ 

-- 

5 hill ,5-- -- 

-- 
-- 
-._ 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

80. r! 5 5!I? 
90.0 6112 

-- -- 

9 6/l: 
4 5/l? 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 

-- -- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- -- 

- 
-- -- -- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

5 b/l1 

-- 

2.5 

2. 5 
-- 
-- 

2.5 

1.5 
-- 

-- 

12 

I? 

-- 

1984 
Sierra Leone z! 11 
Madagascar 21 31 
Sudan 
Ivory coast 
Yugoslavia 
Peru 
Togo 4,’ 
.lamaia 
Zambia 

Current debt 
service 31 

Arrears - 
Mozambique 
Niqer 
Li berin 
Philippines 

5. 0 
5. I! 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

50.0 
- 

95.0 
90.0 

100.0 
-- 

3 9112 
IO 4/l? 
15 6!1? 0 

-- 

-- 
5. 13 

-- 

I? 
-- 

-- 

-- 

12 
-- 

-- 

-- 
_- 

4 IO/l? 
-- 

-- 
50.0 

-- 

-- 
9 4112 

-- 
-- -- 

1i)O.O 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

9 6/l? 
-- 

-- 
41.7 

-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 
58.3 

-- 

l 
-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
_- 

Source: Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 

1; Period measured from the end of the consolidatton period. 
71 Includes arrears on previously rescheduled debts. 
T/ Excludes Iate tnterrst charges. 
I/ Principal onlv. 
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Tnhle 16. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedullngs, 1983-84 

--Repayment Schedllle: Arrears-- 

Pr,rp,,r1 ion 4ef Numhrr of Months Repavment Schedule 
Total Arrears frrlm Consolldntlon Due 

~llhjert t" Date t": I! C"nsoll- within 
kfrrral 4QT First datlon consoli- lhle after consolidation period 3/ - 
Consnlidation pnyment Matlirity Period 2! datinn (Years) - 
(In percer,t) (Months) (Nullths) (Months) period z/ 1 2 3 4 5 5 7-9 in-12 chler 12 

I? 
J R 
I2 
I.' 

1 

IR 

I4 

Y 

I' 

II' 

iI; 
IQ? 
bh 
bh 

7” 

I?h 

44 

I?8 

I8 7.5 
I? 
I" I0.h 
I? , 1-t . I1 

i, 5. 1-l 

h 111.0 
1.2 -- 

Ih II).0 

I7 hh. i 

II 2.5 

I? 2. 5 

12 8.3 

(In percent) 

5. 0 311.h b~i.ii 

-- -- 15.0 3IJ.11 31l.rl 15.1.1 
5.0 -- 5 . 10 -- 9.n 18.0 54.11 9 . io 

3b.13 3h.O 18.0 

33.3 

1.5 -- 15.8 3l.! 31.7 15.2 

2.5 -- 7.9 15.9 4!.5 13.8 

8.3 8.3 R.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 ?=J.~I lb.7 

5: 

ILI 

I41 

5. I? 211. c-1 2 5. il ? 5. IO 2 5. II 

5.0 -- -- -- -- 7.9 15.8 47.5 13.8 

5. n 5-r, -- -- -_ 7.5 15.0 45.0 22.5 

5x. 3 
I .o I .I 1 I . 0 1.1-l 15.8 15.8 47.5 15.8 

1 n I1 h I8 Ip. 100. iI 

source : Agreed Minutes of debt reschedulings. 

I/ Covers formally consolidated and unconsolidated amounts. 
?I Refers to the connoltdation period that applied to current maturities. 
T/ Years from the end of the consolidation period that applied to current maturities. Ranges are upper hound inclusive. 
T/ Includes payments on short-term arrears. 
S! Includes arrears on previously rescheduled debts. 
b! Short-term arrears on previously rescheduled debt only. - 
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Table 17. official Hultilateral Debt Reschedulings. 1983-84 

--Repayment Schedule of Amounts Restructured-- 

(Inpercent of total payments subject to rescheduling) 

Year of Calendar Years Following Rescheduling I/ 
Agreement I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb 

1933 
Costa Rica 

Al-rears 
Current debt 

service 
Sudan 

Arrears al 
Current ;iebt 

service 2/ 
Prevlously-resched- 

“led debt 
TOgO 

.4rrrars 
Current debt 

service 
Previuusly reschrd- 

“led deht 
Current debt 

srrvlce 
Arrears 

Zambia 
Arrears ‘/ 
Current debt 

se TV i tee 
Roman La 

current principal 
Mex ice 

Arrears: short- 
term 

Ai-l-f?arS: med.- 
and long-term 

current principal 
C.A.R. 

ArlX.SrS 
Current debt 

service 
Per” 

Current debt 
service 

Ecuador 
Current debt 

service 
Norocco 

Al-l-h3r* 
Current debt 

service 
MFlhWi 

Current debt 
service 

Niger 
current principal 
Current interest 

nra211 
Ark-ears 
Current debt 

service 
Zaire 

Al-l-ears: principal 
and interest 

Arrears. late 
interest charges 

Current debt 
service 

Previously resched- 
uled debt 

Short-term 3/ 
Medium- and- 

long-term 41 - 
Senegal 

Current debt 
service 

Liberta 
Current debt 

service 

7.5 

5 . 0 

-- 

7.5 I I!. 6 21.3 

5.0 5.0 -- 

-- -- -- 

21.3 

8.5 

-- 

-- 

-- 

10.0 

2.0 

_- _- -- 

20.n 20.0 20.0 

2.0 2.n 2.0 

21.3 10.6 

17.1) 17.0 17.n 17.0 8.5 

_- 5.0 IO.0 10.0 10.0 

-- 5.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

_- 5.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

1n.o 

9.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

-- 

20.0 

2.0 

20.0 
IO.0 

10.n 

2.0 

30.0 

-- _- -_ 

20.0 20.0 20.0 

20.0 20.0 20.0 

2 .o 2.0 2.0 

IO.0 -- 3.6 

_- 8.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.1) 
20.0 10.0 

20.0 10.0 

2.0 9.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 Id.0 

17.1 17.1 17.1 

5.0 

In.0 
10.0 

-- 

-- 

5.n 30.0 60.0 

-- -- 15.0 
-- -- 15.0 

s.0 -- 5.0 

5.0 -- 5.0 

30.0 
30.0 

-- 

-- 

30.0 15.0 
30.0 15.0 

9.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

9.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

3.3 6.7 -- -- 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

5.8 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 

-- 

0.6 

9.2 -- -- 

10.0 36.0 36.0 

4.4 5.0 5.n 

17.0 

18.0 

-- 10.6 21.3 21.3 21.3 10.6 

3.8 

0.8 
3.3 

17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 

-- 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
-- 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 

-- 
-- 

-- 

1.5 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

3.7 7.5 -- 

2.5 3.3 3.3 
10.0 13.3 13.3 

66.7 33.3 

3.5 4.0 3.0 3.0 -- 21.3 21.3 21.3 21.3 

2.5 2.5 -- -- 

8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 

2.5 2.5 -- -- 

-- 7.9 15.8 15.8 15.8 

8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 

-- 7.9 15.8 15.8 15.8 

2.5 2.5 -- 

2.5 2.5 -- 

15.8 

-- 

31.7 31.7 15.8 

_- 7.9 15.8 15.8 15.8 

2.0 4.0 4.0 -- 18.0 18.0 18.11 18.0 18.0 

2.5 2.5 2.3 2.5 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

10.0 lo.u 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 5.u 

10.0 I0.U 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 

10.0 lo.u IO.0 IO.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 

9.0 

8.0 

9.0 

9.0 

9 .I 

10.0 
6.7 

15.8 15.8 7.9 

8.3 8.3 8.3 

15.8 15.8 7.9 

15.8 15.8 7.9 
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Table I7 (concludedl. Official Multilateral Debt Reschedulings. 1583-84 
* 

--Repayment Schrdule of Amounts Rest rllct “red-- 

----. 

Prrviousl\~ rrsched- 
“led tleht 4,’ 5 . (1 21-1. /I 25.r1 25.n 25.n .~ 

Ma d R ;’ d s c a r 
Arl-?RrS >.r, -- -- -- -- 7.9 
CIIrrcnt tdrht 

service j.,, -- -- -- -- 7.9 
Previously resched- 

uled debt 4: j .il 5.11 -- -- -- 7.5 - 
Sudan 

Current debt 
service -- -- _- -- -- -- 

Previously resched- 
ul.?d drbt 

lvorv Snast 

5.8 

5.8 

5 .I1 

5.8 

5.8 

5.11 

5.8 

5.8 

5 .(I 

5.6 

5.8 

5.li 

Y”l.!OSlaVi;l 
Current principal 

PP lx, 
Current debt 

service 
TOE” 

Current ideht 
service 

Previously resched- 
uled debt 

Principal 

.Jamaica 
ATreZ3rS: principal 
.At-rt?arS: interest 
Current principal 
Current interest 

Zambia 
Current deht 

service 
Previously resched- 

uled debt 
Current debt 

service 
Arrears 

Hozamhlque 
.Arrears 
Current deht 

service 
Niger 

Current principal 
Current interest 

Liberfa 
Current deht 

service 
Philippines 

Arrears 
Current principal 
Current interest 

2.7 

0.3 

37.5 

50.n 
-- 

4 (1 . 11 

-- 
41.7 

-- 

-- 

I.1 
5.4 

-- 

-- 
-- 

5.8 7.9 

5.6 I.9 

5.(h 7.5 

-- -- -- lb.7 33.3 33.3 lh.7 

7.3 -- -- -_ -- 12.5 22.5 12.5 22.5 

I.? I .I) I .I1 I.0 -- 19.0 I 9 . 0 19.11 19.0 19.1) 

-- 

58.3 

I .(I 15.8 

1 . 1.) I .o 1.0 1.n I .o 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 

3.9 5*,, -- -- -- 9.n 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 9.0 
19.6 25.0 -- -- -- 5.11 1D.O I 0 . 0 I0.l) I0.U 5.0 

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 -- 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

511.il 511.0 
-- -- -- -- 20.0 2u.o 213.11 2 10 0 . : 0 0 . 

8.9 17.8 13.3 -- -- -- I2 .I1 12.0 l’.il 12.11 12.U 

0 
Source: Agreed Minutes of deht reschedulings. 

I! 
tables 

Payments due in each calendar year after the year of the rescheduliru: agreement. Because maturity period in other 
is cnunted from the end of the Iconsnlidation period to the last repayment date, the number of years following reschcd- 

ulina nav not correspond directly to the maturity. 
2.’ Includes payments on short-term debt. 
7! Arrears on previously rescheduled shor:-term debt only. 
,i Includes arrears 40” previously rescheduled debts. 
</ Excludes 3.9 percent due as originally scheduled in the year prior to rescheduling. - 
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Table 18. Argentina: Date of Agreed Minute: January 16, 1985 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Type of 
deht 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

Consolidation consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
period (US$ millions) (In percent) (Years 1 (Years) maturittes 

a. Unpaid principal 
and interest due 
on official and 

officially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity 

of more than one 
year, pursuant 
to a contract or 
other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before 12/10/83 

b. Arrears on debts 
mentioned in a. above 

a. l/01/85-12131185 

b. Arrears as at 
12131184 

2,013 a. 90--i” 10 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
l/01/91 and ending 
7/01/95 

IO--in 5 equal 
annual payments 
starting 12/31/85 
and ending 
12131189 

5.00 9.50 

4.00 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
prLate market 
rate 

2.58 b. 75--i” 10 equal 

semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
8/01/88 and 
ending 2/01/93 

25--with l/3 due on 
S/01/85 and 213 due 
in 4 equal semi- 
annual oavments 

.- 1.58 

7.08 

starting 2/01/86 
and ending 8/01/87 

0 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
1nttia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO 6130185 - Continued upper credit None stated 12/28/84- None 

explicitly tranche Fund arrangement 3/27/86 
citing 
banks and 
suppl Lers 
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Table 19. Brazil: Date of ARreed Minute: November 23. 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
deht 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proportion of (End oi 
maturtcies consoltdatton Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repavment 1 periods on rearranged 
(LISS millions) I In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Llnpaid principal 
and interest due on 
official and 
officially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity of 
more than one year 
pursuant to a c*ntract 
or other financtal 
arrangement cone luded 
before 3:‘31 /X3 

h. Principal and 
interest in art-ears 
on debts mentioned 
in a. above 

a. Ri~.~l!X3-12/31,f84 

h. Arrears as at 
7/31/83 

2,695 a. A5--in 8 equal 4. no 7.51) To he 
semiannua 1 pay- ~detrrmined 
ments start inl: hi Laterally 

l/01/89 and on the hasis 
ending 7/01/9:! Iuf the appro- 

15--with 5 percent ?.50 prlnte market 
paid as originally rate 
scheduled and 4.0, 
3.0. and 3.0 paid 
on 6/30:‘85, 6/30!86, 

and 6/ 30187, 
respectively 

b. InI!--in 3 equal pay- 
ments due ton -- 

3/31/84, 9,!30/8:, 
and 3!31/85 

I? . ” 5 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

Y.F.N. tive special Bf lateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Extended Other 
ClFllLW ClaUSI? account deadline Agreed Minute ser\rice obligations .Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes ( NO 

explicitly 
citing 

hanks and 
suppliers 

h/30/84 - Continued upper credit None stated 2128f a3- NOW 

tranche Fund arrange- ?l?R/8h 

ment 
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Table 20. Central African Republic: Date of Agreed Minute: July 8. 1983 l 
Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
(USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a. l/01/83-12/31/83 
and interest due on h. Arrears as at 
official and offi- 12/31/82 
cially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity 
of more than one year, 
extended to or guaranteed 
by the Government of 
of the Central Afrtcan 
Republic, pursuant to 
a contract or other 
financial arrangement 
concluded before l/01/83 

h. Principal and 
interest in 
arrears on dehts 
mentioned in a. ahove 

Excludes debt service 
due as a result of the 
previous consolidation 
dated 6/12/81 

13 90--in 10 equal 
semiannual 
payments starting 
12/31/88 and 
ending 6/30/93 

IO--5 percent on 
each of 6130184 
and 6130186 

5.00 9.50 

0.50 2.50 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 

Deposit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
H.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
Clause ClElUse account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 12/31/83 - Continued upper credit None stated 4/22/83- The Government 
explicitly tranche Fund arrangement 4121 J84 of the Central 
citing - Concluded bilateral agree- African Republic 
hanks q ents provided for in will make the 

the 6/12/81 Agreed payments men- 
Minute tioned in this 

Minute at the 
stipulated 
dates, regard- 
less of the 
effective dates 
of the signa- 
tures of the 
bilateral 
agreements 
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Table 21. Costa Rica: Date of Agreed Hinutr: .January II, 1983 

ChAIrmanship--Parts Cltlh 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

debt Consnlidat ion 
rave red per i od 

_ . 
cunsolidated schedule rcpa\imrnt) periods 

!LlSS millionsl i In percent) IYears) (Years) 

h. Principal and inter- 
rst in arrears I>” d..=hts 
mentioned in a. above 

Excludes private debts 
which arr not ,guaranteed 
hv the Republic of Costa 
Rica or a public sector 
inntftution. relating to 
ships which are rrgtsterrd 

0 

in Costa Rica but managed and 
paid for by foreign entities 

?II(J a. H5--in 10 rqual 3.75 8.25 
semiannual pay- 
ments stai-t 1n.q 
Y/3l?i!37 and 
ending 3/‘31/92 
15--5.0 as ori- -- l .75 
,<inal ly scheduled, 
and 5.0 prrsvnt 
~11 eclch of 9/311iC31,. 
and 9:‘3ii!85 

b. R5--in 8 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 1 . 1.1 il 
I:/31/H5 and 
ending 6/3lri89 

15-7.5 percent 8,” 
each of h,‘3IU/83 
and b/3U/84 

5.5il 

0.5lJ 

Deposit 

IUndertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of &reed Minute 

Initia- i” Conditions for appl teat ion Conditions for d meeting Period of 
M.F.N. t ive special hi lateral of the provisfons uf the to discuss fl>ture debt Stand-By iuthrr 
ClallX clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obl lgat ions Arrangement Comment s 

Yes Yes, NO h!ll?.lH7 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit IZ/20!82- None 

explicitlv t ranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 12/1Y!83 
citing ment ment 
hanks - Effect ivr arrangements 

with banks and other 
creditors meeting 
the conditions of 
the M.F.N. and 
initiative clauses 
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Table 22. Ecuador: Date of Agreed Minute: July 28, 1983 

0 
Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

pertod 

eroport ion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to date grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 
consolidated schedule repayment) reriods on rearranged 

(USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal and 
interest due on 
official and 
officially puaranteed 
debts. havinE an 
original maturity of 
more than one year 
pursuant to a contract 
or other financial 
arranjzement concluded 
before l/l/R3 

h/1/83-5/31/84 200 85--in 10 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
5131187 and 
ending 1 l/30/91 

15--with 10 percent 
paid as originally 
scheduled and 
5 percent on 
12/31/84 

3.00 7.50 

0.58 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
priate market 
rate 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute ___~ 
-- Implementation of Ag reed Minute ____ 
Deposit 

Ini t ia- i” Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
H.F.N. tive SPl?Ci?ll Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 

clause ChUSe account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

-_- __- 

Yes Yes, NO 3./31/w - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 7/25/83- 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 7124184 
citing q ent ment 
banks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the 
N.F.N. and initiative 
clauses 

- Compliance with all the 
conditions of the 
present .Agreed Minute 

None 

4 
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Table 23. Ivory Coast: Date of Agreed Minute: May 4, 19A4 

Chairmanship--Parts Club 

Unpaid principal 
an? interest ~1~ 
on official qnd 
officially 
guaranteed debts. 
having a” ilrigin.21 
maturtty uf more 
than one ye.?r, 
and which were 
rxtended trm or 
xuaranteed h:i the 
Government ,>f 
Ivory Coast, 
pursuant th ;1 
contract IJT other 
fi”a”ci.?l arr.qnqe- 
ment ch”,: luded 
heforr 7/l/83 

Excludes debts <on- 
tracted by “Al r 
Afrlque” .?“d 
debts cnntractvd hy 
“C. 1 .M.A.D,” the 
“Repir Ahldjan Nicer,” 
and the “Consei 1 
de I’Entrnt” and 
whtch are guaranteed 
jointly by the 
Government Iof I wry 
Coast and other 
governments 

TI-, he 
determined 
hi Interal Iv 
on the hasls 
.>f the appr<>- 
priate market 
rate 

Deposit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initla- in Co”dItlo”s for application Cnnditlons for a meeting Pertod of 
M.F.N. tive special Bt lateral of the prnvisions of the to discuss futare debt Stand-By Other 
ClSUSe clause account deadltne Agreed Minute service oblieations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO 1:/31,la4 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 5!!)2/84- None 
explicitly t ranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 5/02/85 I/ - 
citing ment ment 
hanks and - Effective arran~rments 
suppllrrs with hanks and other 

creditors meeting 
the conditions of 
the M.F.N. and 
t”ltfati\re clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditinns rJf the 
present Ajirred 
M i n I, t e 

I/ Approved in principle nn date show”; came into effect on A/3/84. - 
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Table 24. Jamaica: Date of Agreed Minute: July 16, 1984 

0 
Chairmanship--Paris Club 

--- - 

Scope of Debt Relief -- Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

proport ion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Haturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
Type of actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

debt Consolidation consolidated schedule repayment) on rearranged 
covered period (USS millio”s) (In percent) (Years) E$ maturities 

----- ~_____ - 

a. Lrnpaid prtncipal a. l/1/84-3/31/85 105 a. 100 percent 3.88 8.38 To be 
and interest due on of principal determined 
offfcial and offi- b. Arrears as OF and bilaterally 
cially guaranteed 12/31/83 50 percent of on the basis 
debts. having an interest in of the appro- 
original maturity 10 equal semi- priate market 
OF more than one annual payments rate 
year pursuant to a starting 
contract or other 2115189 and 
Financial arrange- ending 
ment concluded before a/15/93 
10/l/83 50 percent of -- 

interest due as 
h. Principal and originally 
Interest in arrears scheduled 
ton debts mentioned 
in a. ahove b. 100 percent of 0.38 4.38 

principal 
in 5 equal 
annual payments 
starting 
a/ 15185 

and ending 
B/15/89 

100 percent of -- 

interest in 2 
equal 
payments on 
10/31/84 
and 3/31/85 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Rilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations I/ Arrangement Comment 6 - 

Ye.5 Yes, No 3/1/85 - Contfnued upper credit - Continued upper credit b/0/84- 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 6/21/05 2/ None 
citing ment ment 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the M.F.N. 
and initiative clauses. 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed Minute. 

--- 
11 Specifically relating to loans or credits pursuant to a contract or other financial arrangement concluded before 

IOil/83. 
21 Approved in principle on date shown; came into effect on 6122184. 
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Table 25. Liberia: Date of Agreed Minute: December 22, 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
fLIS$ millions) (In percent 1 (Years) (Years) maturities 

Llnpaid principal 7/01!83-6/30/X4 
and interest d11e 
h” softicial .anr! 
offici-lll> 
guaranteed debts, 
havinp a” <original 
maturity <of morr 
than one venr, 
pursuant to a 
contract or ,.>ther 
f i nansial arrange- 
ment concluded 
before I /~.il 183 

17 90-i” IO equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
6/30!88 and 
endF”g I?/‘31./92 

IO--in 4 equal 
annual payments 
starting h/30i& 
and ending 
6130187 

4. OCI 

-- 

To be 
determined 
hl lateral ly 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
prlatr market 
rate 

Excludes debts related 
to the “Roberts Flight 
Information Region” 
program, which are 
contracted h:; the 
Covernmrnt “f Liberia 
jointly with other 
governments 

Excludes debt service 
due as a result of 
previous consolidations 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provistons of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause claUS<? account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO 6/30/84 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 9!14/83- None 
explicitly t ranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- g/13/84 
citing ment ment 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the M.F.N. 
and initlattve clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed 
Minute 
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Table 26. Liberia: Date of Agreed Hfnutes: December 17, 1984 

0 
Chairmanship--Paris Clllh 

Type nf 
deht 

CGlverrd 

Scope of Debt Relief 

Est Imate? nr 
.actunl am,unt 

Consolidation consolidated 
period (IUSS millions) 

Proport ion hf 
maturtties 
covered and 

repayment 
schedule 

(I” perrent) 

Repayment Terms 
Grace period 
(End of 
c,x~snl idat iijn Mntr1rl ty = 
perind to grace + 
date of first r*p3p*“t lnterrst rate 

repayment) periods on rearranged 
(Yeat-S) CY*arS! maturittes 

Excludes dc?l,L relatemi 
to the “Rohrrts 
Flight InF.)rmation 
Reqion” prt+:rillT 
which are cz>ntracted 
hy the Gnvrrnment of 
Liberia jointly with 
other f.;overnments 

Excludes debt service 
due RS d result 
of previous aconsoli- 
dations 

7/Ol,lR4-6,‘31),‘85 17 90--i” Ii) eq11n1 
seminnn~lnl pay- 
ments stnrtt”# 
h/?O:‘Yli and 
ending l?i31!95 

In--F” 4 equal 
annua 1 pa~mcnt s 
starting 6!3(ii85 
and endinE 6,3n!XR 

5. I-III Tn br 
determined 
hllatrrally 
con thr basis 
Iof 3ppro- 
priate market 
rate 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 

Initia- l” Condittons for application Conditions for 3 meeting Pertud ,)I 
M.F.N. tive sp..ZCial Bllatrral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
ClZlUSe clallse accllunt dendli ne Agreed Minute service ohli2ations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, i‘es 6/30/R Continued ~upprr credit - Cnntinued upper credit 12/lji/ii4- NO”* 
cxp1tctt ly t ranche Fund arrangement tranche Fund arrangement 6/rf6!8h 
citing - Effective arrangements 
hanks and with banks and other 
suppliers creditors meeting the 

cnnditfnns nf the H.F.N. 
and tnltiative clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the present 
Agreed Minute 
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Table 27. Yadagascar: Date of Agreed Minute: March 23, 1984 

Chnirmanshlp--Paris Club 

Type of 
debt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Prnportion of (End of 
maturities cnnsolidntton Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

Consolidation consolidated schedule repavment) periods nn rearranged 
pert0d (USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. IUnpaId principal ?/01!83-11/31/84 
and interest due on 
oFflcin1 and offl- Arrears as .gt 
cial Iy glaranteed 6!30!83 
debts, havine an 
original maturity 
of more than one 
year pursuant to 
a contract or 
other tlnancial 
agreement concluded 
before 7101183; 
includes arrears on 
such debts 

h. Unpaid of prlnclpal 
and interest due as d 
result of the previnals 
consolidations concluded 
according to Agreed Minutes, 
dated &/311!81 and 7/31!81; 
includes arrears on 
such debts 

a. 95--in 1’ equal 4.75 11-1 . 2 5 To he 
semiannual determined 
payments hi laterally 
starting ,011 the basis 
9!3@;P9 and of the appro- 
ending 3:31!95 priate market 

?--due on 1213118: -- -- rate 

h. 90--in 12 equal 4.75 IO.?5 
semiannual 
payments 
starting 
9/30/89 and 
ending 3!31!95 

Ill--in 1 equal annual -- 1.00 
payments on 
12/31/84 and 
12/31/85 

Explicitly excludes late 
interest charges for a. 
and b. above 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Condttinns for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilaterel of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account dead1 tnc Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, Yes 11/31J/R4 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 12/21!83- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrangr- tranche Fund arrange- 3131185 l-1 
citing ment ment 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
supplf ers with hanks and other 

creditors meettng 
the conditions of the 
M.F.N. and initiative 
clauses 

- Compliance wfth all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed 
Minute 

11 Approved in principle on date shown; came into effect on 4/10/84. - 
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Table 28. Malawi: Date of Agreed Minute: October 27, 1983 

Chairmfinship--Paris Cl\,h 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Craw period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
(USS millions) (In percent! (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal and 7/1/83-6f30/84 
interest due on 
official and 
officially guaranteed 
debts, having a” 
original maturity of 
more than one year 
pursuant to a 

contract or other 

financial arrange- 
ment concluded 
before 1!01/8? 

?h R5--in 117 equal 

semiannual pay- 
ments starttng 
l/01/88 and 
ending 7/01/92 

15--with 7.5 per- 
cent as 
origfnally 
scheduled and 

7.5 percent on 

h/30/85 

3.50 8.00 

-- 1 .OO 

To be 
determined 

bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
priate market 
rate 

Excludes deht servtce 
due as a result of 
previous consoli- 
dat ions 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive SpWCiFll Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Extended Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 3/31/84 - Continued upper credit None stated 9/19/83- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- 9iiaf86 
citing ment 

hanks and 
suppliers 



I. Thr Covrr”me”t n,f HexIrn v‘l, provide 
to the Mexican private debtors the pas**- 
bilicv of making pavment I” local currency. 
and agrees to encourage these debtors 
b3 repister and to make &p*slts directly 
into the appropriate fureig” exchange 
hedginp. facility IFTCNKAI. equivalent 
to the amount due by the debtors. 
The C.over”me”t of Hexicn ul, 1 ~urantrr 
that the foreign exchange equivalent 
of such deposits will be paid I” part,- 
c*pating creditor cnuntr,es accardlrlg 
to the terms nf the &rued Minute. 

Ii. To the **tent that the private debtors iii. The Coverrmrnc of Hexlc” 
have not been in a position to make some a,r vlll make available to the 
all sof ang such deposits. they will receive private sector. for the 
Loans in pesus frum FlCORCA for a” amount at d‘scharga ot its obligatm,s, 
least equivalent to rhe correspondlne: propar- foreign exchange at an exchange 
tlon 01 the debt due by them. The Government rate equal to the one applxd 
of Mexico will undertake to give these lcrans t” the P”bl‘C sector ngencres 
at least equal treatment in case of difficu,- for the settlement of foreign 
ties of payment by the debtor. Includiw the sred,r vbligations 01 a similar 
assistance by Ban<” Niacianal de ~omrrc~o nature. 
&terior and/or National Financier= in the 
implrmentacion of these mechanisms and 
cspeclally L” the construction of appropriate 
security on the debtor. in order I” give these 
an appropr,ate basis for repayment. 

Bane” Naclonai de courcia Exterior a”d:“r 
NMfNS.4. aitlnp: as agent of the Cowrnment ,,t 
“erlco, will repay the correspand‘ng amounts 
according to the schedule of the present .Agf’.xd 
“i”“te. In case the private debtor is ““t in 
a p”sltL”” III repa” all or part of the peso loan 
maturities. provided the debtor has bee” $ffi- 
c,alIy declared by decision of court r” 
suspensiun Of payments (suspe”sl”” de pdX”61. 
the ,,ex,can C”“er”me”t “ill be released from ,ts 
obligation to repay the partIc,pati”g creditor 
rountr,es I” respect of any peso matur,ties due 
after the decision of COUTL. 

I/ Excludes loans and guarantees extended within the framework of the SZ billion extraordinary official financing pledged 
tl-some of tile participati”g countries for ,983. 

2i ,n,t,al estimate: final estimate is Ilkely t” be 4iR”ifics”tlg lover. - 
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Table 30. Morocco: Date of Agreed Minute: October 25, 1983 

Chairmanship--Parts Cluh 

Type of 
deht 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repavment Terms 
Grace period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturtty = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

Consolidatton consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
period (USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a. 9/01!83-1?/31/84 1,489 a. 85--in 8 equal 3.75 7.25 To be 

and interest due on b. i\rrears as at semiannual pay- determined 
official and 8/31!83 ments starting bf laterally 
officially guaranteed 9/30/88 and on the basis 
debts, having an ending 3/31/92 of the appro- 
origtnal maturity of 15--with 2.5 per- -- 2.00 prtate market 
more than one year, cent due as rate 
pursuant to a contract originally 
or other financial scheduled and 
arrangement concluded 2.5, 5.0, and 
before 5/01/83 5.0 percent 

due on 12!31!84, 
b. Principal and 12/31/85, and 
interest in arrears 12/31!86, 
on debts mentioned respectively 
tn a. shove 

b. 9O--in 5 equal semi- 0. 33 2.33 

annual payments 
starting 4/30/85 
and ending 4130187 

IO--due on 10/31/84 -- -- 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Lnitia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive SpCi.31 Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause ClSUSE account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

YE?S Yes, NO 3131184 - Conttnued upper credit - Continued upper credit g/16/83- NOW 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 3/15/85 
citing ment “lent 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the M.F.N. 
and initiatfve clauses 

- Compliance with all condi- 
tions of the present 
Agreed Minute 
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Tahle 31. Mozambique: Date <of Agreed Minute: October 25, 19P4 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Reiief Repayment Terms 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

prriod 

Grace period 
Proportion of (End of 
maturities consol idatiibn Maturity = 

Estimated or <lovered and perind to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods nil rearrnnqed 
(LISS milllons) (In percent) ii’ears 1 fYesrs) maturities 

a. Llnpald principal a. 
and interest dlw on 
(official so,1 offi- b. 
ciallv guaranteed 
dehts, havi IIL! an 
original m.qturity of 
more than nor vear 
pursuant to .I 
contract i)r other 
financ!al arrangement 
concluded before ?lnl!RS 

h. Arrears on ~debts 
mentioned in a. shove 

404 Y5--in 12 equal 
semidnnual 
pawnrnts 
start inc 
h:‘3OlW and 
endinE 
11/31!95 

?--in 5 eq”al 
alln”R I pay- 
ments 
startinE 
h/30/85 and 
ending on 
h/3n!Hq 

5. 011 III. 5n To be 
det~rmlned 
hi laterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
priate market 
rate 

4 . ou 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditinns for application Cnnditlons for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral af the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause ClaLlSe account deadline Pigreed Minl!te service ohligatinns Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, Yes 6/30/85 Implementation of the - Implementation a,f the None N”llf2 
explicit Iy - “Program aof Economic “Program nf Econnmic 
tit ing Act ion ,” prepared by Act inn,” and achieved 
banks and a Parts Cluh Task the specific economic 
suppliers Force, and approved targets “rider the 

by the Mozamhican pr”gr3” 
authorities - Mozambique must enter 

- Economic targets for 19R4, Into a first credit 
presented in Agreed t ranche Fund arrange- 
Minute, .are met ment 

- Effective arranwments 
with banks and mother 
creditors meet1n.g the 
conditinns nf the M.F.N. 
and initiative ~clsuses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed Mlnutr 

l/ Speciflcnlly, deht service payments falling due from July I, 1985 to June 3f1, 19X6 and relating to loans or credits 
pursuant to a contract or other financial arrangement concluded hefore February I, 1984. 
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Table 32. Niger: Date of Agreed Minute: November 14, 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Type of 
debt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief 

Estimated 
actual amount 

Consolidation consolidated 
period (USS millions) 

Proportion of 
maturities 
covered and 

repayment 
schedule 

(In percent) 

Repayment Terms 
Grace period 
(End of 
consolidation Maturity = 
period to grace + 
date of first repayment Interest rate 

repayment) reriods on rearranged 
(Years) - (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal and 10/01/83-9130184 
interest due on 
official and 
officially guaranteed 
debts, having an original 
maturity of more than 
one year, extended to 
or guaranteed by the 
Government of Niger, 
pursuant to a contract 
or other financial 
arrangement concluded 
hefore 7/01/83 

36 90 percent of 
principal and 

60 percent of 
interest in 
9 equal semi- 
annual payments 
starting 4/01ja9 
and ending 

4/01/93 
10 percent of 

principal and 
40 percent of 

interest according 
to the following 
schedule: 
One third <on due 
date; 
One third on 
6/30/85; 
One third on 
6/3O/86 

4.50 8.50 

-- I. 75 

To be 

determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 

of the appro- 
prfate market 
rate 

a 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Ye.5 Yes, NO 3131184 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 10/05/83- None 
exp1ictt1y tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 12/04/84 
citing ment. ment 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the M.F.N. 
and initiative clauses 

- Compliance with all condi- 

tions of the present 
Agreed Minute 
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Table 33. Niger: Date of Agreed Minute: November 30, 1984 

Chairmannhlp--Paris Club 

Type ,-It 
drht 

i i, v f r e ,i 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Proportion of (End toi 
maturities cnns~lidattnn Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment dare hf first repayment Interest rate 

Consnlidation consolidated schedule repavment) periods on rearranged 
period !IJSS millions) iln percent i (Years! l.Ye.=lrS) mntllritfes 

Ilnpni? princtpal and I 0 i IO I ,I 8 4 - I 1 ,I 3 0 ,,’ 8 5 :b 90 percent of i.52 9.LZ T<-D he 
interest 4lue on prFncipal and dt~tcrminr~l 
*,ftici.ql or tIffi- 50 pet-cent #of hllstrrall) 
cial Iy fillaranteed interest in on the hasIs 
debts, having an 10 equal semi- I, t t he R pp ril- 
original m.xturlty of annual payments priatr market 
morr than #one yr~r, starting I I!OllW r.ltC 
and which were and endlog 
extended to or 5!01!95 

guaranteed hv the IO percent nf 
Government of Niger, principal and O.b7 

pursllnnt tl, a 50 percent of 
contract or uther interest with 
financi.31 ,qrrangement half of each 
concluded hefore due as oriqinally 
7/?/63 scheduled and the 

other half due on 
E~~~ludrs deht service 7131186 

d!ie ,?s R result of the 
prrviour consolidatinn 
date 11/14/R3 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

Y.F.N. t ive specicl Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By other 
ClaUSe cl ause account deadline ARreed Minute service obll~ations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO R/31/85 - Continued upper crerllt - Continued upper credit 11!26/84- 

explicitly tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 11!04/H5 If - 
citing. ment ment 
hanks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors, especially 
with other creditor 
countries, meeting the 
condttions of the !l.F.N. 
and fnitiative clauses, 
and that the Government 
of NIgrr keeps the 
chairman Iof this 
creditor group informed 
on the content of all 
its hilaternl agree- 
ments with creditors 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed Minute 

me agreement 

stipul?ces that 
special at tent ion 
shall he paid to 
the strict 
observance of 
fnstallments due 
under the 
previous consoli- 
dat Ion 

li Approved on date shown; came into effect on 1?/05/84. - 
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Table 34. Peru: Date of Agreed Minute: July -36, 1983 

Chairmanship--Parts Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

pertod 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
(USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal and 5!01/R3-4/30/84 
InteresL due on 
officinl and 
officially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity 
of more than one 
year, pursuant to a 
contract or other 

financial arrange- 
ment conclrlded 
before I/OI!83 

Excludes drht service 
due as a result of the 
previous fconsolida- 
tion dated 11/03/78 

Debts repayable 

in commodities 
included as a 
specific treatment 
and not to create 
a precedent for 
future consolida- 
Lions 

400 90--in 10 equal 

semiannual pay- 

ments starting 
4/30/87 and 

ending 10/31/91 
IO--with 5 percent 

as originally 
scheduled and 
5 percent on 

12131184. 

3.00 7.50 

-- 0.b: 

To be 

determined 
bilaterally 
un the basis 
“f the appro- 

prtate market 
rate 

Deposit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
M.F.N. t ive special Bilateral “f the provisions of the to discuss future debt Extended OLher 
clause CIaUSe account deadline Agreed Minute service ohliqstions I/ Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes ( NO 1?/31/R3 - Continued upper credit For debt service fallfng 6/7/82- 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- due from 5/Ul/84-2128185: 6/6/85 
citing ment - Conttnued upper credit 
banks and tranche Fund arrange- 
suppliers ment 

- Signed and implemented 
all the hilateral 
aKreements to be 
concluded with the 
participating 
creditor countries 

- CompLiance in respect of 
hanks and other 
creditors with the 
M.F.N. and initiative 
clauses 

- ComplLance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed 
Minute 

l/ Specifically, debt service payments falling due from May 1. 1984 to February 28, 1985. The percentage of principal and 
interest payments to he consolidated wtll he fixed at a meeting to occurr after Fund approval of conditions under which Peru 
may continue to purchase the resources available under the existing extended arrangement. The amounts rescheduled will be 
repaid In eight years, Including a three-year grace period. 
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Table 35. Peru: Date of Agreed Minute: June 5, 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Type of 
deht 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturittes consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment interest rate 

Consoltdation consolidated Schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
period (US$ milltons) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal 
and interest due 
on official and 
officially 
guaranteed debts, 
having an original 
maturity of more 
than one year 
pursuant to a contract 
or other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before l/01/83 

Excludes debt service 
due as a result of the 
previous consolidations 
dated 11/3/78 and 
7126183 

Debts repayable in 
commodities included 
as a specific treat- 
ment and not to 
create a precedent for 
future consolidations 

1,000 90--in 8 equal 
semiannuaL 
payments 
starting 
6/15/90 and 
ending 12/15/93 

IO--5 percent as 
originally 
scheduled and 
5 percent on 
L2/31/85 

4.88 a. 38 

-- 0.42 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the hasls 
of the appro- 
priate market 
rate 

Deposit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initla- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
H.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No L/31/85 - Continued upper credit None stated 4/26/84- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- 7/31/85 11 
citing ment 
banks and 
suppliers 

I/ Replaced three-year extended Fund arrangement. 
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Table 36. Philippines: Date of Agreed Minute: December 20, 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Cluh 

Type of 
debt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

Consolidation consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
period (USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturtties 

a. Unpaid principal 
and interest due on 
offictal and offi- 
cially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity 
of more than one 
year pursuant to a 
contract or other 
financial arrange- 
ment concluded 
before 4/01/84 

b. Principal and 
tnterest in arrears 
on debts mentioned 
in a. shove 

a. LOO percent of 4.71 9.21 To be 
principal and determined 

60 percent of bilaterally 
interest in on the basis 
10 equal semi- of the appro- 
annual payments priate market 
starting 3/15/91 rate 
and ending 
9/15/95 

40 percent of -- 1.21 
interest with 
l/3 due as 
originally 
scheduled, 
l/3 on 9/15/86, 
and 113 on 
9/15/87 

a. l/OL/85-6/30/86 

b. Arrears as of 
12/31/84 

750 

b. 100 percent--25 per- -- -- 
cent on each of 
6115185 and 
12/15/85, and 
50 percent on 
6115186 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

H.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO 8/31/85 Continued upper credit None stated 2/14/84- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrangement b/13/86 
citing 
hanks and 
suppliers 
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Table 37. Romania: Date of Agreed Minute: May 18, 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 

Tvpe of 
odebt 

covered 

Estimated or 
actual amount 

Consolidation 
period 

Proportion of 
maturities 
covered and 

repayment 

Grace period 
(End of 
consolidation Maturity = 
period to grace t 
date of first repayment Interest rate . 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
(USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal due l/1/83-12131183 
on offtcial and offi- 
cially guaranteed 
debts having an 
original maturity 
of more than one 
year pursuant to a 
contract or other 
financial arrange- 
ment concluded 
before iI 1182 

Excludes debt 
service due as a 
result of previous 
consolidations 

36 ho--in 7 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
on 12131186 and 
ending 12/31/89 

40--with 30 percent 
due as originally 
scheduled and 
10 percent due on 
11/30/84 

3.00 6.00 

-- 0.92 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
priate market 
race 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initta- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
ClaUSe clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 

explicitly 
citing 
banks, 
all 
CEMA 
financial 
institutions, 
and 
nonguaranteed 
suppliers 

12/31/83 - Government continues to None stated 6/15/81- The Federal 
be authorized to make 6114184 iI Republic of 
purchases under a Germany may adhere 
Fund arrangement to the present 

agreement through 
a written declara- 
tion addressed to 
the President of 
the Paris Club 

A/ The arrangement was canceled January 31, 1984. 

. 
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Table 38. Senegal: Date of Agreed Minute: December 21, 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 

Type of 
deht 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Grace period 
Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment 1 periods on rearranged 
(US$ millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

Unpaid principal 7/01/83-b/30/84 
and interest due 
on official and 
officially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
ortginal maturity of 
more than one year, 
and which were 
extended to or 
guaranteed by the 
Government of the 
Republic of Senegal, 
pursuant to a con- 
tract or other 
financial arrange- 
ment concluded before 
l/01/83 

Excludes debt contracted 

by “Air Afrique” and by 
the “Agence pour la 
Securite de la Navigation 
Adrienne” which are 
guaranteed jointly by the 
Government of Senegal and 
other governments 

Excludes debt service due 
as a result of previous 
consolidations 

72 90--in 10 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
6/30/88 and 
ending 12131192 

lo--in 5 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
7131184 and 
ending 7131186 

4.00 8.50 

0.08 2.08 

To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
priate market 
rate 

Deoosit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
?l.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 6/30/84 - Continued upper credit None stated 9/19/83- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- 9/18/84 
citing ment 
banks 
and 
suppliers 
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Table 39. Senegal : Date of Agreed Minute: January 18, 1985 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Type of 
hebt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief 

Estimated or 
actual amount 

Consolidation 
period 

Proportion of 
maturities 
covered and 

revavment 

Repayment Terms 
Grace period 
(End of 
consolidation Maturity = 
period to grace + 
date of first repayment Interest rate . 

consolidated schedule repavment) periods on rearranged 
(USS millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a. 
and interest due on 
official and offi- b. 
cially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity of 
lmore than one year, 
and which were 
extended to or 
guaranteed by the 
Government of Senegal, 
pursuant to a contract 
or other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before l/01/83 

b. Principal and interest 

in arrears on debts 
mentioned in a. above 

l/01/85-6/30/86 

Arrears as at 
l?l31/84 

108 a. 95--in 10 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
3/31/90 and 
ending 9130194 

5--in 4 equal 
annual payments 
starting 7131186 
and ending 7/31/89 

b. 90--in 5 equal annual 
payments starting 
l/31/88 and ending 
l/31/92 

lo-in 2 equal 
installments on 
7131186 and 
7/31!87 

3.75 8.25 

0.08 3.08 

To be 
determined 
bi Laterally 
on the 
basis of the 
appropriate 
market rate 

1.58 5.58 

0.08 1.08 

Excludes debts con- 
tracted by Air Afrique 
and by the “Agence pour 
la Securite de la 
Navigation Aerienne,” 
which are guaranteed 
jointly by the Government 
of Senegal and other 
governments 

Excludes debt service 
due as a result of the 
previous consolidations 
dated 10/13/81, 11/29/82 
and 12/21/83 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 8131 I85 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit l/16/85- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrangement tranche Fund arrange- 6115186 
citing ment 
banks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with hanks and other 

creditors meeting the 
creditors of the M.F.N. 
and initiative clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the present 
Agreed Minute 

c 
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Table 40. Sierra Leone: Date of Agreed Minute: February 8, 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

a. 90--in 11 equal 5.00 10.00 To be 
semiannual pay- determined 
ments starting bilaterally 
12/31/89 and on the basis 
ending 12/31/94 of the appro- 

lo--in 4 equal -- 3.00 priate market 
annual payments rate 
starting 12/31/84 
and ending 
12/31/87 

b., C. 100 of which: 
75--with 25 percent 1.75 3.75 

on each of 
9/30/86, 9/30/87 
and 9/30/88 -- 0.75 

25--with 5 percent 
due on 9/30/84 
and 20 percent on 
9/30/85 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
(US$ millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a. 1/01/84- 
and interest due on 12/31/84 
official and 
officially b. 1/01/84- 
guaranteed debts, 12/31/84 
having an original 
maturity of more C, Arrears as 
than one year at 12/31/83 
pursuant to a 
a contract or 
other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before 7/01/83 

b. Unpaid principal 
and interest due as a 
result of the previous 
consolidations concluded 
according to Agreed Minutes 
dated 9115177 and 2/08/80 

25 

C. Arrears on debts 
mentioned in a. and b. 
above. Arrears in 
principal and interest 
due on officially 
guaranteed debt, having 
an original maturity 
of one year or less, 
pursuant to a con- 
tract or other 
financial arrangement 
concluded before 7lOll83 

Explicitly excludes late 
interest charges for a. 
and b. above 

Deposit 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, Yes 9/30/84 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 2/03/84- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- tranche Fund arrange- 2/02/85 
citing ment ment 
banks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting 
the conditions of 
the M.F.N. and 
initiative clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed 
Minute 
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T.ahle 41. Sudan: Date of &reed Minute: Fehrudry &. 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repavment Terms ____ 
Grc~cr per ied 

Proport ion of ( F.nd (of 
maturities conso 1 idat ion 

Estimated IJT cuvered and period ta 
actual amount repayment 4date ~uf tirst 

Cons01 idat inn consolidated schedule repavmrnt J 
pr riod (LISS mil Lions) ( In percent) !Years) 

.---__c__ 

UndertakinJs In Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute--~-- __- 

neposi t 

[nit ia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period ot 
M.F.N. t ivr SpeCial Bilatrral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By ijt tie r 
clause clausr accuunt dedd 1 i ne &reed Minute service obligations Arrangement rlomment s 

Y?S Yes. NO P!l!Ml - Conclude3 and respect an - Continued upper credit 
ertpltcitlp upper credit tranche tranche Fund acrange- 
ci t in,: Fund .~rrangemrnt ment 
hanks - Effective arrangements 

with banks and other 
creditors meeting the 
condit inns of th? 
M.F.N. and initiative 
clauses 

?lL3iM3- 
ry”l& LL, 

The pd rz ic Lpat ing 
Lredicur ioun- 
tries and the 
Cuvcrnmrnt of 
Sud.lx agree to 
meet annually tu 
revi,?= the 
the dcvelupmrnts 
ut the situation 
and tile ~mpiemrn- 
tatlori of the 
present :linute. 
The participating 
crrdltur coun- 
tries t-eser’le all 
their rights to 
rr-examine on 
each such occa- 
slon the 
condit iunt; BJf 
repayment sched- 
uled I” the 
present Minute 
in particular 
3s reddrds debts 
of ori,<inal 
maturity of less 
than one ye,r. 
with special 
cunsideration to 
the t rratmrnt 
given other 
creditors 
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Table 42. Sudan: Date of Agreed Minute: May 3. 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief -__ __~ Repayment Terms 

Ty?e of 
debt 

cove red 

a. Unpaid prtncipal 
and interest due on 
official and 
officially 
euaranteed debts. 
having an ori~lnal 
maturity of more 
than one year 
pursuant to a 
contract or other 
financial arra”j!e- 
ment concluded 
before I/l!Rb 

b. llnpaid prlnci- 

Conso Lldat ion 
period 

eroport ion of 
mat”rities 

Estimated or covered and 
actual amount repayment 
consolfdated schedule 

(US$ millions) (I” percent 1 

Grace period 
(End of 
consolidation Maturity = 
period to grace + 
date of first repayment Interest rate 

repayment) periods on rearranged 
(Years) (Years) lnaturities 

pal and interest due as 
a result of the previous 
consolidations concluded 
according to Agreed 
Minutes, dated II/13379 
and 3! I R/82 

Excludes debts related 
to the U.N.P.C. oil 
pipeline project 

l/1/84-12/31/84 269 lOO--in 20 equal 
semiannual 
payments 
stat-t ing 
l/1/91 and 
ending 
7/1/2000 

6.00 15.50 To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the appro- 
market rate. 
In IY84, half 
of the inter- 
est due on 
the amount 
rescheduled 
ur refinanced 
under the 
present 
minute and 
under the 
Minute dated 
214183 will 
be paid. The 
other half 
~111 be 
capitalized 
at the end 
of the year 
and resched- 
uled accord- 
ing to the 
terms of 
the present 
Minute 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute - 
Implementation of Ag reed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Rilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause ClaUS? account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes. Yes 2/28/85 - An effective arrangement - Continued upper credit 4/30/84- None 
explicitly with the Fund in the t ranche Fund arrange- 6124185 L/ 
citing upper credit tranches ment 
banks and - Effective arrangements 
suppliers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the M.F.N. 
and initiative clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed Minute 

-- ~-- 
l-1 Approved in principle on date show”; came into effect on 6/25/84. 

- 
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Table 41. Togo: Date of Agreed Hinuttl: April I?. 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

-~__ ----- __---__--- 

Type of 
debt 

trovered 

Scope nf Debt Relief __-_------ 

Proport ion of 
maturities 

Est imnted or covered and 
actual amount repayment 

Consolidation consolidated schedule 
period (11% ml1 lions) ! I” percent) 

Repavmenc Terms 
Ccperiud 
iEnd 821: 
conso 1 idat ion Maturity = 
prrind tu grace + 
date of first repayment 111terrst rate 
repayment periods “II rearranged 

(Years) (Years) Inaturi ties 

a. Unpaisl prtncipal a. 
and jntrrest due on b. 
>fficial and ,rft,- C. 

dally guaranteed 
debts. having :x11 
ori,~inal maturity nf 
more than one year, 
extended ta> ,-BY 
Euaranteed hy thP 
Government ,,f Tugo. 
pursuant tn a contract 
or other iinanclal 
arranqement concluded 
before l/l!83 

h. Unpaid principal and 
Interest due 4s 8 result 
of the prrvious consn- 
lidations concluded 
according to 
Agreed Minlltes dated 
6/15!78 and ?izl-)/<51. 
excluding: moratorium 
interest mentioned 
respectively in the 
paraEraphs D. a. and 
11, 3 of those Minutes 

c. Principal and tnte- 
rest in arrears nn debts 
mentfoned in f.3) and (b) 
above 

IIIi83-l’i31i83 
l/1/83-lZi31/83 
Arrears dS .4t 
IZ!jI!ri” 

3011 d. 91)--i” Ill equal 5.00 
semiannual pay- 
ment s starting 
1?/31!88 and 

endin+; h/30,‘93 
if)--2 percent as _- 

original Ly sched- 
“led, 8 percent 
in 4 equal .annu.*l pay- 
ments starting 
9!30!84 and ending 
9; 3Lti87 

b. 8+-i” 10 equal 5. I.10 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
I?/3liYR and ending 
hi30/93 

I?@--as originally -- 

scheduled 

Y . 5 0 

3 . 7 5 

9.511 

-- 

To bc 
drtrrlninrd 
bilaterally 
taking into 
account the 
.SpprOprlatF 
market rate 

c. IIlO--in IO equal -- 4.5u 
semiannua 1 pdy- 
ments starting 
l?i31!X3 and ending 
5/30.‘88 

llndrrtakings In Agreed Minute __- __--- 
_____-__ Implementation of Agreed Minute .___-- 
Deposit 

Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
V.F.W. t 1 ve specfal BLlateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 9!3!7!83 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 3/4/83- The Covrrnment 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- t ranche Fund arrangc- 4i3/ 84 of Togo will 
citina ment me nt make thr payments 
banks - Compliance with the most q rntionrd in this 

favored natiun and Minute at thr 
init iat ive clauses stipulated dates. 

regardless of the 
effective datrs of 
the bilateral 
agreements 
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Tahle 44. Top”: Date of Agreed Minute: June 6, 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type of 
deht 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

a. Unpaid principal a. 1/01!84-4!3@/85 

and interest due b. I!-~/l,fR44/30/85 
on official and 
officially 
guaranteed debts, 
having an ori- 
ginal maturity of 
mxore than one year, 
and which were 
extended to or 
guaranteed hy 
Government 8°F 

Two, pursuant 
to a caoncract or other 
f Lnanci.~l arrangement 
concluded before 
1!(11/83 

b. Unpnld 
prtnclpal due as a 
result OF the 
previous conso- 
lidation concluded 
according to the 
Agreed Minute dated 
6115179, 
excluding moratorium 
interest mentioned 
in paragraph D, a. 
of that Minute 

Excludes debts con- 
tracted by C.I.M.A.O. 
and which are 
guaranteed jointly by 
the Government of 
Togo and other 
governments 

Excludes debt service 
due as a result of 
the previous consoli- 
dations dated 
?/20/81 and 4/12/83 

Proportion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 

(US$ millions) (In percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

75 a. 95--in 10 equal 4.83 9.33 To he 
semiannual pay- determined 
ments starting bilaterally 
Z/28/90 and on the basis 
ending a/31/94 of the appro- 

5--with I percent -- 3.$? priate market 
due as rate 

originally 
schedu Led, and 
4 percent in 4 
equal annual pay- 
ments starting 
9/3O/Y5 and 
ending 9/31!/88 

b. 50 percent of 4.83 

principal in 
IO equal semi- 

annual payments 

starttng 2/20/w 

and ending R/31/94 
50 percent principal -- 

and 100 percent 
interest due as 
originally sched- 
uled 

9.33 

-- 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause ClallSe account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, NO l/31/85 - Continued upper credit None stated 5ro7/84- NOW 

explicitly tranche Fund arrange- 5/06/85 

citing ment 

banks -and 

suppliers 
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Table -5. Yugoslavia: Date of AEreed Mlnllt?: Flay 22, 1984 

Chairmanshtp--Paris Clllh 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace period 

Type nf 
debt 

c*>vered 

Pr0p0rt 10” 0i (End of 
maturities consolidation MaLllri LV = 

Estim.3trd or covered and per lnd to ~racc + 
.?lct II.? 1 Rmount repayment date tof first repayment InLrrest rate 

consolidated schedule repayment! perlOCI< 01) rearranged 
CUSS mllltnns! (In percent! (Years) !Yrnr<) mattlrities 

Excludes deht 
service due ,254 
a result of 
credits Sranted 
pursuant to the 
Bern? Agreement 
signed 1/19’43 

Dcposlt 

Undertakings in Anreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

1nttta- i” Conditions fnr application Conditions for a meeting Period of 
M.F.N. tive Spek-131 Bilateral of the provistons (of the to discuss f~lture debt Stand-By Other 
clause ~cl.ausr account deadline Axrerd Minute servfce nhliRatlons .Arran~ement Comments 

Yes Yes, NC, l!3l/X? - Contlnur~i upper credit None stated i!l8!84- Repayment to be 

explicitly tranrhe Fund arrangement 4!17/85 made by the 
tit Ing National Bank 8°F 
hanks and Yllg”slnvia or 
suppliers Yu~osL~\~ hanks 

.~llthvrlzed for 
this purpose, 
antln,c as agents 
of the 
Government 
of Yugoslavia; 
rrpavmrnt IS 
guaranteed by 
the Government 
nf Yl.lg”slavta 
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Tahle 46. Zaire: Date of Agreed Minute: December 20. 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Tvpe of 
debt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Grace perfod 

Proport ton of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
date OF first Interest rate actual amount repayment repayment 

Consolidation consolidation schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
period (USS millions) (I” percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. llnpaid principal a. 
and interest due on 
official and offt- 
cially waranteed 
debts, having an h. 
original maturity cof 
more than one year, 
pursuant to a con- 
tract or other fi- c. 
nancial arrangement 
before 6/3OiX3 

I!npaid principal 
and interest due 
as a result of the 
previous cons”1 idat ions 
concluded according to 
Agreed Yinutrs dated 
6!16/7h, 7/U:/77, 
12!01/77, 12!11/79 and 
7/09!81) on debts havtng 
an “riEinal maturity 
of more than one year 

b. L’npaid principal 
and interest due on 
the above-mentinned 
consolidations 
on debts having an 
original maturity 
of one “ear or less 

C. Late interest 
charges due and 
not paid on 
debts menttonrd 
in a. and b. above 

l/f-11/84-l?/ll!R4 
Arrears as at 
12i31/83 

l/01/84-12!31/84 
Arrears as at 
12!31/83 

Late interest 
charges due on 
1?.:‘31/83 

1,497 d. 95--i” 12 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
12/31/89 and 
ending 6130195 

5--2.5 percent on 
each of 12/31!84 
and I2/3l/BS 

5.1.10 

-- 

b. 95--i” 6 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments startinE 
12/31/87 and 
ending h/30/90 

5--2.5 percent on 
each of 12/31/84 
and 12/31/85 

3.00 

I’!. 5’) To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
son the basis 
of the appro- 

I .oc priate market 
rate 

5.511 

C. INI--in 12 equal 
annual payments 
starting 
6/30/84 and 
endinE 6130195 

I .no 

III. 50 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Condttions for a meeting Period of 

Y.F.N. ttve special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account dead1 ine Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes ‘ Yes h/30/84 - Continued upper credit None stated 12/27/83- None 
explicitly tranche Fund arrange- 3/26/85 
citing ment 
banks 
and 
suppliers 



. 
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Table 47. Zambia: Date of Agreed Minute: May lb, 1983 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

Scope of Debt Relief Repayment Terms 
Craw period 

Type of 
debt 

covered 
Consolidation 

period 

Proport ion of (End of 
maturities consolidation Maturity = 

Estimated or covered and period to grace + 
actual amount repayment date of first repayment Interest t-ate 
consilidated schedule repayment) periods on rearranged 
cuss millio”s) !I” percent) (Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a. 
and interest due on b. 
#official and nffi- 
cially guaranteed 
debts, having an 
original maturity 
of more than one year, 
pursuant to 3 contract 
or other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before l/O!R3 

b. Principal and 
interest in arrears 
on debts mentioned 
in a. ahove, Including 
short term 

. 

1!@1!83-12/31/83 
Arrears as at 
1?/31!82 

375 a. 9D--in 10 equal 5.00 9. 50 To be deter- 
semiannual pay- mined 
ments starting hl laterally 
1?/31/88 and taking into 
ending 6130193 account the 

IO--? as percent -- 4.00 appropriate 
originally schrd- market rate 
uled, I3 percent in 
4 equal annual 
payments starting 
on 12/31/G and 
ending 1?/31/87 

h. Il!U--in 10 equal 
semiannual pay- 
ments starting 
12/31/83 and 
endiny: h/30/88 

4.50 

Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Lnitia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provistons of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comments 

Yes Yes, No 12/31/83 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 4/lR/R3- The Government 
explicitly tranche Fund arrangr- tranche Fund arrange- 4!17/84 of Zambia will 
cittng ment ment make the pay- 
banks - Compliance with the ments mentioned 

I.F.N. and initiative in this Minute 
clauses at the stipu- 

lated dates, 
regardless of 
effective dates 
of the stgna- 
tutes of the 
bilateral 
agreements 

. 
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Table 4a. Zambia: Date of Agreed Minute: July 20, 1984 

Chairmanship--Paris Club 

___- 

Type of 
debt 

covered 

Scope of Debt Relief --~___-- 

proport ion of 
maturities 

Estimated or covered and 
actual amount repayment 

Consolidation consolidated schedule 
period (US$ mfllions) ( In percent 1 

Repayment Terms 
Grace period 
(End of 
consolidation Maturity = 
period to grace + 
date of first repayment Interest rate 

repayment) Periods un rearranged 
(Years) (Years) maturities 

a. Unpaid principal a., b. l/l/a4- 
and interest due on 12/3L/a4 
official and offi- C. Arrears ss 
cially guaranteed at 12/31/03 
debts having sn 
original maturity of 
more than one year 
pursuant to a contract 
or other financial 
arrangement concluded 
before I/I/a3 

h. Llnpaid principal 
and interest due as 
a result of previous 
consolidations 
concluded according to 
the Aqreed Minute dated 
5/16/83 

c. Arrears on dehts 
mentioned in b. above 

253 a., b. loo--in 
10 equal semi- 
annual payments 
starting 
12/31/89 and 
ending 
b/30/94 

C. loo--in 12 equal 
monthly payments 
starting 
a/31/84 and 
ending 
7/31/85 

5.00 9.50 To be 
determined 
bilaterally 
on the basis 
of the 
appropriate 
market rate 

0.58 

. 

Explicitly excludes 
late interest 
charges on s. and b. 
above 

- Undertakings in Agreed Minute 
Implementation of Agreed Minute 

Deposit 
Initia- in Conditions for application Conditions for a meeting Period of 

M.F.N. tive special Bilateral of the provisions of the to discuss future debt Stand-By Other 
clause clause account deadline Agreed Minute service obligations Arrangement Comment 6 

Yes Yes, Yes 2128185 - Continued upper credit - Continued upper credit 7lwa4- NCJ”f2 
explicitly tranche Fund srrsnge- tranche Fund arrange- 4130186 11 
citing q ent ment 
banks and - Effective arrangements 
supply ers with banks and other 

creditors meeting the 
conditions of the 
M.F.N. and initiative 
clauses 

- Compliance with all 
conditions of the 
present Agreed Minute 

l! Approved in principle on date shown: came into effect on 7126184. - 


